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Abstract

Business cycle fluctuations arising from optimism and pessimism are often believed to be in-

consistent with rational expectations. In this paper, I show that dispersed information together

with strategic complementarity, can give rise to endogenous cycles of pessimism and optimism

which amplify business cycle fluctuations. In the model, agents try to infer both true fundamen-

tals and what others perceive the fundamentals of the economy to be, from both private signals

and common prices. More precisely, agents solve the problem of “Forecasting the forecasts of

others”. Agents rationally form forecasts which are correlated in the cross-section and the asso-

ciated correlated forecast errors play the role of pessimism and optimism. This paper emphasizes

that endogenously generated correlated forecast errors interact with production and investment

decisions to cause volatile swings in both current and future output. Three key results emerge.

First, I show that an economy with dispersed information about aggregate productivity features

amplified output fluctuations relative to the full information economy. Importantly, prices rein-

force sentiments of pessimism and optimism which in turn generate more volatile and persistent

fluctuations. Second, in an otherwise neoclassical economy, dispersed information implies that

the output decisions of firms depend on their perception of aggregate demand. Finally, I show

that the fluctuations amplified by dispersed information are inefficient and that traditional ag-

gregate demand management policies such as a pro-cyclical payroll tax or a counter-cyclical sales

subsidy can be used to reduce volatility and construct a welfare improvement without requiring

the policy maker to have an informational advantage over the private sector.
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1 Introduction

There is a long tradition in economics of trying to explain business cycle fluctuations as arising

from changes in expectations of economic agents. These ideas date back at least to the early twen-

tieth century and are highlighted in the works of Pigou (1926) and Keynes (1936) who argue that

investment decisions are subject to changes in sentiment, which in turn result in fluctuations in

output. Pigou (1926) conjectured that limited information and linkages among agents in an econ-

omy heighten the incidence of correlated forecast errors across agents over time. These correlated

forecast errors could be thought of as waves of optimism and pessimism which drive the economy

as a whole to over or under-invest, causing fluctuations in output. In a similar vein, Keynes (1936)

posited that institutions such as the stock market cause average opinion in the economy to become

an object of speculation. Thus, fluctuations in average opinion, which may be unrelated to funda-

mentals of the economy, can affect investment behavior, giving rise to the notion of business cycle

fluctuations driven by animal spirits. The basic idea behind these sentiment-driven business cycles

can be summarized as follows: when consumers and firms become optimistic (pessimistic) about

economic prospects, they consume and invest more (less), resulting in a boom (slump). I present

a real business cycle model with fully rational agents in which pessimism and optimism in agents’

beliefs are generated endogenously. More precisely, I introduce dispersed information in a standard

incomplete markets heterogeneous-agent DSGE model with flexible prices and strategic comple-

mentarity in production amongst monopolistically competitive firms. In particular, this paper

emphasizes how endogenously generated correlated forecast errors about economic fundamentals

across agents interact with their investment behavior to cause volatile swings in both current and

future output. Further, I show that these fluctuations are inefficient and that fiscal policy can be

used to reduce these fluctuations and increase welfare.

In the model, agents do not directly observe the shocks hitting the economy; the presence of

private information causes agents to hold heterogeneous beliefs about fundamentals. As a result,

agents rely on both public and private information to infer the true fundamentals of the economy.

Public signals comprise of market-consistent information such as wage rates and asset prices. In

addition, strategic complementarity implies that each agent, in addition to inferring the true fun-

damentals must also infer what others percieve the fundamentals to be. In other words, each agent

must forecast the private information of other agents in order to deduce their actions. Each agent,

however, internalizes that all others have the same forecasting problem, causing an infinite regress

in expectations. This is known as the problem of “forecasting the forecasts of others” (Townsend,

1983). The infinite regress causes endogenous public signals such as prices to be less effective

in conveying the true state of the economy, driving and perpetuating the existence of dispersed

information.

Agents cannot infer the true fundamentals of the economy from the information they receive

and must base their decisions on their forecast of true fundamentals. Since all agents learn from

some common signals in the form of market consistent information, their forecasts are correlated.

As a consequence their forecast errors are correlated. Since agents base their production and
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investment decisions on these correlated forecasts, there is a natural feedback effect in to prices.

Correlated forecast errors play the role of pessimism and optimism. Importantly, the model shows

that these correlated forecast errors can have both static and dynamic effects on the economy.

The static effects arise from the firms’ contemporaneous output decisions which are based on

correlated forecasts of today’s fundamentals. In contrast, the dynamic effects are due to households’

intertemporal investment decisions interacting with these correlated forecast errors to produce

persistent fluctuations in the business cycle. These mechanisms are briefly summarized below.

Dispersed information coupled with strategic complementaries in firms’ production decisions

implies that actual output is a function of true fundamentals and average beliefs about aggregate

demand. Correlated forecasts in the form of pessimistic beliefs about aggregate demand today

lead to a decline in current output as firms cut back on production. These pessimistic beliefs

can potentially be triggered by shocks completely unrelated to the true fundamentals. This phe-

nomenon occurs because agents are unable to separate the effects of this noise from changes in

true fundamentals. This is the static effect of dispersed information on the business cycle. In addi-

tion,dispersed information with strategic complementarity implies that agents react cautiously to

information which they fear isn’t shared by others. This results in prices not reflecting information

about current conditions and hence output to remain persistently low. Moreover, pessimistic be-

liefs about today’s fundamentals also influence household investment decisions in two ways. First,

lower aggregate economic activity directly impinges on the households’ wealth, causing them to

accumulate less capital. Second, since aggregate productivity is persistent, expectations of low

aggregate economic activity, causes households to expect a low benefit from holding capital to-

morrow. Consequently, households accumulate less capital, giving rise to a smaller capital stock

that is available for production tomorrow. Hence, pessimism (optimism) about fundamentals today

can lead to persistent declines (increases) in output. This dynamic effect of investment decisions

interacting with correlated forecasts is the driving mechanism for persistent and volatile business

cycle fluctuations in this model and is absent from the other literature on dispersed information. In

summary, it is the noisy informational content of endogenous price signals and the bias embedded

in them from correlated forecast errors that generate fluctuations based on sentiments.

I show that this volatility and persistence generated by dispersed information is inefficient. The

planner can reduce this volatility and increase welfare by using countercyclical sales subsidies for

firms and countercyclical investment subsidies for households financed by dividend taxation. This

result holds even if the planner does not possess an informational advantage over private agents.

By making taxes and subsidies contingent on the realization of aggregate output, the planner can

provide firms with insurance against low profits by reducing the dependence of their output decision

on average beliefs. In the absence of government intervention, agents put too much emphasis on

prices as a source of information and too little weight on their private information at the time of

making their decisions. This results in an information externality and there is an inefficiently low

amount of information produced. Prices do not reflect information about current conditions as

they aggregate decisions which do not respond strongly to new information. This inefficiently low

informational content of prices reinforces the dispersed information by slowing down the learning
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about fundamentals. Furthermore, pessimism and optimism caused by dispersed information have

systematic effects on prices and cause over-investment in booms and under-investment in recessions.

The planner can reduce this by instituting a countercyclical sales subsidy which acts as a Pigouvian

tax on the use of public information and incentivizes information production. The sales subsidy,

through providing insurance, reduces the effective degree of strategic complementarity in the firms’

output decisions making it less sensitive to average perceptions. Additionally, it also reduces

the reliance of agents on prices as sources of information. As a result, agents respond more to

idiosyncratic exogenous information which provides a more accurate picture of true fundamentals

than the asset prices which contain slow moving information. Now, since decisions respond to faster

information, prices, which aggregate these decisions, are less informationally inefficient. These

findings confirm the Pigouvian conjecture that fluctuations arising from dispersed information are

inefficient and may benefit from corrective action.

The importance of exploring belief-driven business cycles is highlighted by the common criticism

of the lack of an internal propagation mechanism in standard business cycles models. These mod-

els cannot quantitatively account for post-war recessions without relying on a large technological

regress as the driving force (Cogley and Nason, 1995). This criticism is particularly relevant since

there is general consensus recent recessions, and in particular the Great Recession, were caused

largely as a result of bursting of the housing bubble and were not driven by severe declines in

technology. Since, bubbles represent non-fundamental movements, these recessions highlight the

importance of exploring the plausibility of these sentiment driven business cycles as an alternative

to the technological regress based models.

However, it has been surprisingly hard to incorporate expectation-driven cycles in a standard

business cycle model with rational agents. Models with dispersed information in which agents

face dynamic signal extraction problems like in the current setup have been known to be noto-

riously hard to work with. The infinite regress in expectations generates an infinite dimensional

state space (Townsend, 1978). Townsend (1983) showed, in very stylized partial equilibrium ex-

amples, that economies with dispersed information where agents have to “forecast the forecasts of

others”, can induce “rapid oscillations in forecasts and decision variables in response to economic

shocks”(Townsend, 1983, pg. 548). Recently, research on models with dispersed information as

the cause of fluctuations has regained popularity with the influential work by Woodford (2002),

Lorenzoni (2009) and Angeletos and La’O (2008, 2010). Angeletos and La’O (2008) explore a

canonical business cycle model with firms making output decisions in an environment with dis-

persed information; they show that noise can be amplified and drive fluctuations independent of

fundamentals of the economy. However, they simplify the problem by assuming that agents do

not learn from endogenous signals such as prices.1 In addition, they abstract from intertemporal

1Recently many papers have introduced dispersed information as a friction in models. Amador and Weill (2010),

Hellwig and Venkateswaran (2009), Hellwig and Venkateswaran (2012) and Graham and Wright (2010) are just some

of the papers which have introduced learning from market information. However, most of these papers study the

propagation of monetary policy shocks in these environments. Graham and Wright (2010) is the exception in this

list as it shows that market-consistent information in a heterogeneous agent model with dispersed information does
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decisions under dispersed information such as capital accumulation and instead, choose to focus on

the static effects of dispersed information. This paper complements the literature by adding these

two channels, a decision which is affected by the itertemporal margin and learning from prices, and

showing that they are important in the propagation of belief driven fluctuations over time. Loren-

zoni (2009) shows that dispersed information in the presence of nominal rigidities can lead to noise

driven fluctuations. The current paper highlights that perceptions about aggregate demand can

cause fluctuations in current and future output in an environment with flexible prices. This opens

the door for aggregate demand management policies even in the absence of nominal rigidities in a

neoclassical model. This is an important result as most aggregate demand management policies are

seen as a response to some nominal rigidity in an economy. This result stands in contrast to An-

geletos and La’O (2010) who find that fluctuations caused by noise under dispersed information are

constrained efficient. The main reason why these fluctuations are not constrained efficient in this

model is that agents are allowed to learn from prices. As a result, the planner can manipulate the

informational content of prices indirectly as discussed earlier. Thus, the planner can influence the

decisions of forward looking agents by affecting the information that they receive through prices.

This result is reminiscent of Weiss (1980) and King (1982) who showed that when agents learn

from prices, policy, in addition to affecting agents’ economic decisions directly, can also affect the

information content of prices by affecting the weights agents put on the endogenous and exogenous

signals.

This paper is also related to the literature on information-based business cycle models. Early

attempts by Phelps (1970) and Lucas Jr. (1972) showed that imperfect information about monetary

shocks could result in fluctuations in output arising from monetary policy. However, the empirical

relevance of this literature has been a hotly debated issue since these models require either a signifi-

cant lack of information or a significant delay in access to information. There is a resurgence in the

popularity of this theme with new strands of literature which attempt to provide micro-foundations

for the reasons why agents might make decisions under incomplete information. An example of

these new approaches is the Rational Inattention literature such as Sims (2003) and Mackowiak

and Wiederholt (2009). This literature argues that limited ability to process information effectively

implies that agents make decisions under noisy information even if all information is available freely.

Alternatively, the sticky information literature (Mankiw and Reis, 2002; Reis, 2007) and others as-

sume that different agents in an economy get access to new information at different times. Acharya

(2012) shows that planning complementarites may cause agents to optimally delay their acquisition

of information that is publicly available. This paper provides another justification for the reduced

form assumption of imperfect information by showing that with dispersed information, prices may

fail to reveal all information about the true fundamentals of the economy and hence agents make

decisions under incomplete information.

Another related strand of literature has focused on full information models with news shocks

to generate business cycle fluctuations. This literature studies the response of an economy to news

not reveal the true fundamentals to agents.
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about future economic fundamentals. This literature has faced difficulties as Barro and King (1984),

Cochrane (1994) and others have shown that the standard business cycle model generates a recession

today in response to good news about future productivity. Optimism about the future leads to a

contraction in output. These models have had limited success in generating the empirically observed

co-movement in consumption, investment and employment. Recently, Jaimovich and Rebelo (2009)

have shown how particular preference structures combined with variable capital utilization can yield

positive co-movement in response to good news about tomorrow. This literature labels exogenous

good (bad) news about the future as optimism (pessimism) while the current paper defines optimism

(pessimism) as an endogenously generated belief which results in agents over-estimating (under-

estimating) future productivity.2

This paper also addresses the claim about efficiency of pricing systems made by Hayek (1945).

Hayek (1945) claimed that markets were particularly effective at dealing with the limits to informa-

tion and perception that are inherent in a market environment with a large number of participants.

He argued that prices aggregated information efficiently and made dispersed information irrelevant.

This paper shows that this is not always the case and highlights that prices in fact may exacerbate

the problem by reinforcing dispersed information and how the market needs to be supplemented

by government intervention to restore efficiency.

As was discussed above, models with dispersed information featuring a dynamic signal extrac-

tion problem have been known to be intractable as they lead to infinite dimensional state spaces.

This complexity has resulted in very few papers exploring the implications of dispersed information

in a full blown business cycle model. This paper draws on methods suggested by Whiteman (1983)

and Kasa (2000) which transforms the problem into the frequency domain to make the problem

more tractable and helps in computing exact solutions. This can be seen as a methodological con-

tribution of the current paper which complements alternate approaches used to solve the infinite

regress problem such as the one used by Nimark (2010), Lorenzoni (2009) and others who attempt

to find approximate solutions in the time domain.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model economy. Section 3 sets

up the log-linearized model and solves for the equilibrium under the full information case and

under a case with dispersed information. I then highlight how dispersed information changes the

predictions of the standard model by presenting results from a calibration exercise. In Section

5, I explore the normative implications of dispersed information and present the solution to the

problem of a constrained social planner. Next, I show how the constrained efficient allocations can

be implemented by a policy maker who has no informational avantage over the private sector. I

conclude in Section 6.

2There is another separate literature which uses the idea of indeterminacy of equilibrium and sunspots in explaining

business cycles fluctuations arising from “animal spirits”. This literature provides an attractive way to try and

explain expectation-driven business cycle fluctuation. However, in this paper, I impose restrictions which rule out the

existence of sunspots and multiple equilibrium. Thus, my model provides a channel for belief-driven business cycles

which is separate from the mechanisms described in the aforementioned literature. See Benhabib and Farmer (1999)

for a survey on sunspots and indeterminacy.
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2 Model

The model is a slight variant of the standard business cycle model with monopolistic competition.

There is a continuum of islands indexed by i ∈ [0, 1]. Each island comprises of a continuum of

consumers and a representative monopolistically competitive firm. There is perfect symmetry of

information across agents on the same island but asymmetries exist across islands which will be

explained in detail in the subsequent sub-sections.

There is perfect consumption insurance within the island, permitting the existence of a repre-

sentative household on each island. From here on, I shall refer to the representative household on

island i as household i and the representative firm on island i as firm i. Household i owns and

operates firm i. Thus, the household owns the claims to the firm’s profit. There are incomplete

markets across islands, i.e. households do not have access to a full bouquet of Arrow securities.

Households on each island accumulate capital which they rent to firms on other islands through

a centralized capital market. Labor is immobile across across islands. Thus, the only way islands

can insure against island-specific risk is by investing in capital.

The monopolistically competitive firm on island i produces variety Yi using capital and labor.

It hires labor only from the island i labor market at wage ωi,t. However, it rents capital from

an economy-wide capital market at the rental rate r. The final good is given by a Dixit-Stiglitz

aggregator over all varieties i ∈ [0, 1]:

Y =

[∫ 1

0
Y

θ−1
θ

i di

] θ
θ−1

Consumption and investment is in terms of the final good which is also the numeraire.3

2.1 Exogenous Shocks to the Economy

Agents on island i in the economy are hit by both aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks. These are

described below.

As in the standard business cycle literature, aggregate productivity in the economy varies over

time. Productivity on each island is denoted by zi,t which is comprised of two components: zt and

ei,t:

ln zi,t = ln zt + ln ei,t

where zt is the aggregate component of productivity and follows a mean reverting process:

ln zt = ρz ln zt−1 + vt , vt ∼ N(0, σ2
v) (1)

and ei,t is island specific idiosyncratic productivity. ln ei,t ∼ N(0, σ2
e) is i.i.d across time and satisfies

an adding up constraint: ∫ 1

0
ln ei,tdi = 0, ∀t (2)

3The price index in this economy is defined by the standard price index Pt =
[∫ 1

0
P 1−θ
i,t di

] 1
θ−1

. In the absence of

a nominal anchor, this price Pt is undetermined. Hence, without loss of generality, I set Pt = 1, ∀t.
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Agents on island i can observe zi,t but not its individual components.

At the beginning of period t, the total capital stock available for production is given by Kt+ ζt,

where ζt ∼ N(0, σ2
ζ ) is an aggregate shock to the availability of capital and is i.i.d across time.

These shocks are not directly observed by agents. Agents can infer the realization of the shocks

by observing the rental rate of capital. Shocks to the supply of capital may be seen as agents

from outside the economy investing supplying capital at the beginning of the period. These agents

must be compensated for their capital at the end of their period. Such shocks are common in the

market micro-structures literature such as Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) and also in macro-finance

literature such as Singleton (1987). This shock implies that prices such as the rental rate do not

reveal the true state of aggregate productivity to agents. On observing a higher rental rate of

capital, agents cannot conclude that this is due to a higher aggregate productivity as it could be

due to a negative shock to the supply of capital available to firms. This shock is introduced as

more of a modeling tool to ensure that prices do not reveal the true state of the economy and the

volatility of this shock can be set to a very low number to remove other direct effects it has on the

economy.

Define εi,t = {vt, ζt, ei,t} and εt = {vt, ζt, 0}. Note that εt =
∫ 1

0 εi,tdi. In addition, denote

εti = {εi,t−s}∞s=0 as the sequence of all realizations of εi up till period t. Similarly, εt = {εt−s}∞s=0

denotes the complete history of ε up till period t. From this point forth, I shall refer to εt as

the true aggregate fundamentals of the economy and to εti as the true fundamentals for island i.4

Agents on island i do not observe εi,t or εt and try to infer them using both endogenously and

exogenously generated information which are discussed in detail in the next section. As is standard

in the business cycle literature, I assume that the innovations are mutually independent. The

unconditional distribution of εi,t follows a normal distribution. εi,t ∼ N(0,Σ) where Σ is a diagonal

matrix.5

The timing of events is as follows. For convenience, I divide each period into two sub-periods

which are labeled the “pre-production” phase and the “post-production” phase. In the pre-

production stage of period t, firms and households on island i observe island-specific productivity,

zi,t and an exogenous signal of aggregate productivity ϕt (This exogenous signal of aggregate pro-

ductivity is defined in the next sub-section). A shock to the supply of capital ζt is realized but not

observed. This shock can temporarily increase or decrease the supply of capital to firms. Agents

on island i also observe the rental rate for capital, rt. Agents on an island use information from

various sources to try and infer the true fundamentals of the economy.6 Given its inferences of the

fundamentals of the economy, household i decides on how much labor to supply, as well as how

much to consume and invest. Investment is a residual and ensures that the budget constraint of the

household is satisfied. Firm i decides on how much labor to hire from the local labor market and

4Knowing εi,t is sufficient for agents to infer the realizations of the aggregate component of productivity, the island

specific component of productivity, the shock to the supply of capital.
5Even though Σ is assumed to be a diagonal matrix, the setup is flexible enough to allow for any structure of

contemporaneous correlation.
6The various sources of information available to agents on an island are explained in detail in the next subsection.
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the amount of capital to rent from the economy-wide capital market. As firm i does not know the

true aggregate state of the economy at the time it chooses its inputs, this implies that aggregate

output/demand, Yt and actual demand for a firm’s output, Yit, is unknown.7. Once the firms and

households finish making their decisions, the “pre-production” phase ends. Once all firms under-

take production, relative prices of each variety, {pi,t}i∈[0,1], adjust to clear markets. Firms observe

the realization of the relative price pi,t of their own variety and pay out dividends/issue equity.

This ends the “post-production” phase. The timeline is summarized in Figure 1.

2.2 Information Structure

A key deviation of this model from the standard business cycle literature is agents cannot observe

the shocks hitting the economy, i.e. agents cannot observe εi,t directly. The economy is divided into

a continuum of informationally isolated partitions or “islands” (Lucas Jr., 1972). There is perfect

symmetry of information across agents on the same island but there is dispersion of information

across islands. Agents on each island possess some private information about the true fundamentals

of the economy. Since agents do not observe the true fundamentals of the economy, they must

form inferences about εi,t by looking at information available to them which originates from both

endogenous and exogenous sources.

Exogenous sources of information are not affected by market interactions. In the current model,

this can be further divided into two sub-categories: private and public. Private exogenous sources

refers to the signals that agents on island i receive about island specific productivity zi,t. In

addition to these private exogenous signals, each agent observes a noisy public signal of aggregate

productivity.

ϕt = zt + ut (3)

where ut ∼ N(0, σ2
u) is an i.i.d. measurement error which is common across agents. This signal is

supposed to proxy for information that agents could get from non-market signals. Define xexoi,t =

{zi,t, ϕt}. Following Rondina and Walker (2012), information originating from exogenous sources is

labeled Ut(xexoi ) which denotes the smallest sub-space spanned by the current and past realizations

of xexoi,t .

Endogenous sources of information are those which are influenced by market interactions. In

a setting with dispersed information, prices convey some of the private exogenous information of

other agents. This is because prices aggregate information from decisions of other agents which

are partly contingent on their private information. In the current setting, at time t agent i can

observe market-consistent information, i.e. the history of all rental rates, rt, and the relative price

for variety i up to period t − 1, pi,t−1. Define xendi,t = {pi,t−1, rt}. Information from endogenous

sources can also be split into two categories: Vt(x) and Mt. Vt(xendi ) denotes the smallest closed

sub-space spanned by current and past realizations of xendi,t . Mt captures the notion of rational

expectations and the assumption that agents know the equilibrium processes which generate xendt

7See Section 2.4 for more details
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Figure 1: Timeline

and xexot . This component is referred to as the cross-equation restrictions associated with rational

expectations equilibria.

The time t information of agents on island i is denoted by Ii,t:8

Ii,t = Ut(xexoi ) ∨ Vt(xendi ) ∨Mt (4)

Given the information set of agent i at time t, Et[· | Ii,t] ≡ Ei,t[·] denotes the projection of a

variable onto the information set Ii,t.9

Since agents do not observe shocks hitting the economy in an economy with dispersed informa-

tion, aggregate shocks like zt, ut and ζt are not present in agent i′s. However, given their information

sets, agents can forecast these aggregate fundamentals. Let Ei,tzt represent an agent on island i’s

forecast of contemporaneous aggregate productivity. I label the scenario where Ei,tzt > (<)zt as

agents on island i being optimistic (pessimistic about aggregate productivity. Consistent with this

definition, I label the scenario where Etzt > (<)zt as the economy as a whole being characterized

by optimism (pessimism) about aggregate productivity. Etzt refers to the average belief about

aggregate productivity in the economy. The operator E is defined in detail in section 3.2. The

definitions of pessimism and optimism are summarized in the definition below.

Definition 1. The economy is optimistic about X if

EtX > X

8The operator ∨ is defined as follows: A ∨B denotes the smallest closed sub-space which spans the sub-spaces A

and B.
9The projection will be defined more concretely in the linear economy defined in Section 3. More precisely, the

projection in the linear model is the linear projection operator which is equivalent to the conditional expectations

operator under the assumption that εi,t is a normal random variable.
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and is pessimistic about X if

EtX < X

where Et refers to the the average expectations operator and is defined below in definition 2.

This definition is different from the definition of optimism and pessimism from that in the news

shocks literature. The news shock literature defines an exogenous positive signal about tomorrow’s

fundamentals as optimism. However, optimism or pessimism here refers to a phenomenon which is

generated endogenously within the model.

Definition 2. The average expectation of a random variable X across agents in the economy at

time t is given by EtX:

EtX =

∫ 1

0
Ei,tXdi (5)

EtX ≡ E
(1)
t X is also referred to as the First-Order Expectation of X and represents the first

moment of the distribution of forecasts of X.

At this stage, it is useful to point out the differences in assumptions in the papers which are

closely related to the current setup. Unlike this paper, Angeletos and La’O (2008) assume that

agents do not learn from endogenous signals, which in terms of notation implies that Vt(xendi ) = {0}
in their model. Graham and Wright (2010) assume that agents only have access to market-consistent

information, i.e. endogenous public signals in the form of prices, which in terms of the current

notation implies that Ut(xexoi ) = {0} in their model. Some other recent papers like Eusepi and

Preston (2011) have also tried to explain business cycle fluctuations on the basis of learning and

expectations formation. The basic environment in these papers is distinct from the current setup

as they deviate from rational expectations by assuming that agents do not have the knowledge

contained in Mt. Agents in these models try to learn about M over time. In the current setup, I stay

within the framework of rational expectations. Agents know the equilibrium pricing functions. In

fact, without the knowledge of these functions, they would not be able to filter as much information

out of the prices. Agents utilize the knowledge of these equilibrium pricing functions to be able to

infer the true fundamentals which played a part in determining the equilibrium prices.

Notice that in the economy with dispersed information, each agent has an independent private

signal of the aggregate productivity:

ln zi,t = ln zt + ln ei,t (6)

If agents were able to share information, averaging the sequence of signals {zi,t}i∈[0,1] across the

agents would yield the true value of aggregate productivity, zt in that period and the model would

become identical to the full information model. 10 I assume that there is no market for informa-

tion where agents can explicitly trade their private information. This is not a very unreasonable

assumption as information markets do not exist widely and the ones that do exist are not very

10This follows from the adding up constraint (2).
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deep. This is because there is reason to believe that agents may strategically choose to withhold

information.11 Despite the absence of an explicit market where agents can trade information, I

allow agents in my model to learn about the private information of other agents from their market

interactions. In particular, prices in this setup provide information about the private information

of others and hence, the true state fundamentals. Thus, prices can potentially reveal the true

state of the economy. However, as shown in Section 3.2, prices fail to be fully informative because

of the infinite regress in expectations induced by the presence of dispersed information. Market

incompleteness is very important for this result to hold. If agents had access to a full set of Arrow

securities, the prices of those securities would provide information about the true state of the econ-

omy and might reveal it to agents. If agents could recover the true fundamentals of the economy

by observing these prices, the economy would converge to the symmetric full information case.

2.3 Households

Household i chooses consumption, Ci,t, and labor supply, Hi,t, at the beginning of the period

and investment in capital, Ki,t+1, is the residual. The timing described above implies that at the

beginning of period t, households, observe the wage rate, ωi,t, and the rental rate, rt. However,

dividends are not paid to the household until after production takes place and relative prices clear

the markets. The household is constrained in its choices of consumption and labor supply such

that tomorrow’s capital stock Ki,t+1 is non-negative for any realizations of Πi,t. The problem of

the representative household on island i can be written as:

max
{Ci,t,Hi,t,Ki,t+1}∞t=0

Ei,0

∞∑
t=0

βt ln

{
Ci,t −Ψ

H1+ν
i,t

1 + ν

}

subject to

Ci,t +Ki,t+1 = ωi,tHi,t + [1 + rt − δ]Ki,t + Πi,t

Ki,t+1 ≥ 0

where Πi,t refers to the profit of firm i. Ei,0[·] refers to the expectations conditional on the infor-

mation set of agent i at time 0. The Euler equations for household i can be expressed as follows

Hν
i,t =

ωi,t
Ψ

(7)

1 ≤ βEi,t

{[
(1 + ν)Ci,t −ΨH1+ν

i,t

(1 + ν)Ci,t+1 −ΨH1+ν
i,t+1

]
[1 + rt+1 − δ]

}
, ∀ Πi,t (8)

11There is a large literature studying the strategic motives which may cause agents to withhold their private

information. See for example, Okuno-Fujiwara et al. (1990) who show how agents holding private information may

strategically provide information which is less precise than their private information. Another example is the “cheap

talk” literature such as Crawford and Sobel (1982). This literature studies how strategic motives may not allow an

agent to communicate his information to others.
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The assumption of dispersed information can be seen in the fact that the expectations of agent i

are indexed by i since the information sets across islands are heterogeneous. This implies that the

agent uses his own beliefs to calculate expected benefits in the future from investing in capital.

These beliefs differ across islands.

2.4 Firms

There is a representative monopolistically competitive firm on island i which is owned by the

representative household on the island. Prices are flexible. The firm’s objective is static and is

to maximize expected dividend payments to its owner. Firm i can only employ labor, Li,t, from

the same island. Since the firm is the only employer of labor on island i, it internalizes the fact

that hiring more labor is going to raise the wage rate.12 Firm i also rents capital, Ji,t, from an

economy-wide rental market at a rental rate rt which it takes as given.

As per the standard Dixit-Stiglitz demand system, demand for a particular firm’s good is a

function of both its relative price and the level of aggregate demand/output.

Yi,t = P−θi,t Yt

At the time of making their input decisions, a firm only observes its own productivity and can neither

observe nor infer the level of aggregate productivity. Consequently, firms cannot infer the output

of all other firms and hence, Yt is unknown. As such, a firm must forecast the level of aggregate

demand in choosing its level of output. Thus, its input decisions depend on the perceived levels

of aggregate demand. This feature of the model arises because dispersed information prevents

agents from inferring the true fundamentals.13 Conversely, if firms have full information, they

would be able to compute Yt with certainty and thus, perceptions about output would not matter.

With dispersed information, uncertainty about productivity manifests itself in the form of demand

uncertainty even in a neoclassical model.

Once all firms have produced output and demands are realized, prices clear markets. Thus,

prices adjust to make the demand relationship hold ex-post. The objective for the firm can be

written as:

max
Li,t,Ji,t

Ei,t [Pi,tYi,t − ωi,tLi,t − rtJi,t] (9)

12The assumption that the firm internalizes the price effect in the labor market is to introduce increasing marginal

costs in the firm’s production decision. It is well known that with a constant return to scale production function and

linear costs of hiring inputs, the cost minimization problem of a firm yields a constant marginal cost function [see

Mas-Colell et al. (1995, chapter 5) for details]. With a Dixit-Stiglitz demand system, the iso-elastic demand curves

with constant marginal cost do not generate strategic complementarity in a firm’s output decision. However, if the

firm internalizes the price effect of hiring additional labor, its cost of hiring labor is no longer linear in labor and is

associated with increasing marginal costs [See equation 17]. This is sufficient to generate strategic complementarity

in the firm’s output decision. If the firm produces too little relative to aggregate output, its realized relative price is

too high and it could have increased profits by producing slightly more; if it produces too much relative to aggregate

output, increasing marginal costs erode its profits.
13See Section 3.2.
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subject to

Fi,t(J, L) = zi,tJ
α
i,tL

1−α
i,t (10)

Yi,t = P−θi,t Yt (11)

Lνi,t =
ωi,t
Ψ

(12)

Equations (10) and (11) are the production technology of firm i and the ex-post demand curve

facing firm i, respectively. Equation (12) is the labor supply on island i and is derived as equation

(7) from the maximization problem of household i. The solution to the firms problem can be

characterized by labor, Li,t, and capital, Ji,t, demands:

Li,t =

{[
θ − 1

θ

]θ
zθ−1
i,t

[
α

rt

]α(θ−1) [ 1− α
Ψ(1 + ν)

]1+(1−α)(θ−1) [
Ei,tY

1
θ
t

]θ} 1
1+ν[α+θ(1−α)]

(13)

Ji,t =

{[
θ − 1

θ

]θ(1+ν)

z
(θ−1)(1+ν)
i,t

[
α

rt

]1−α+θ(α+ν) [ 1− α
Ψ(1 + ν)

](1−α)(θ−1) [
Ei,tY

1
θ
t

]θ(1+ν)
} 1

1+ν[α+θ(1−α)]

(14)

Output of firm i is given by

Y
1
θ
i,t = z

1+ν
1+ν[α+θ(1−α)]

i,t

{
θ − 1

θ
Ei,tY

1
θ
t

} 1+αν
1+ν[α+θ(1−α)]

[
α

rt

] α(1+ν)
1+ν[α+θ(1−α)]

[
1− α

Ψ(1 + ν)

] 1−α
1+ν[α+θ(1−α)]

(15)

Equations (13) and (14) show that firm i’s decisions of how much labor and capital to hire depend

on its perception of aggregate output. Equation (15) shows that a firm’s output responds not only

to fundamentals but also to the firm’s perception of aggregate output/demand in the economy.

A pessimistic view of aggregate demand causes a firm to contract its output by scaling down its

inputs. Thus, this strictly neoclassical economy with no nominal rigidities displays Keynesian

features where firms respond to perceptions about the level of aggregate demand. This is not the

case in the model without dispersed information as Ei,tY
1
θ
t = Y

1
θ
t under full information. Hence,

dispersed information coupled with strategic complementarity in the firm’s output decision implies

that perception of aggregate demand becomes a state variable in the firm’s problem.

The market clearing price for variety i can be written as:

Pi,t =

 θ

θ − 1

Y
1
θ
t

Ei,tY
1
θ
t

mci,t(Yi,t) (16)

where mci,t(Q) is the marginal cost faced by firm i in period t to produce quantity Q and is given

by:

mci,t(Q) =

[
1

zi,t

] 1+ν
1+αν

[
Ψ(1 + ν)

1− α

] 1−α
1+αν [rt

α

]α(1+ν)
1+αν

Q
ν(1−α)
1+αν (17)

Equation (16) shows that dispersed information leads to time-varying markups unlike in the stan-

dard symmetric full information setting. In the symmetric full information setting, Ei,tY
1
θ
t = Y

1
θ
t
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and the price is a constant markup θ
θ−1 > 1 over marginal costs. This markup is associated with

the dead-weight loss associated with monopolistic competition. Imperfect information introduces

a time-varying component to the markup which depends on the ratio of the actual and perceived

level of aggregate demand.

2.5 Equilibrium

2.5.1 Labor Market Equilibrium

The firm on each island internalizes the labor supply curve when choosing the amount of labor to

hire. In equilibrium, Hi,t = Li,t ≡ Ni,t. The equilibrium level of employment on island i is given

by:

Ni,t =

{[
θ − 1

θ

]θ
zθ−1
i,t

[
α

rt

]α(θ−1) [ 1− α
Ψ(1 + ν)

]1+(1−α)(θ−1) [
Ei,tY

1
θ
t

]θ} 1
1+ν[α+θ(1−α)]

(18)

Equilibrium wage rate on island i is given by

ωi,t = ΨNν
i,t (19)

2.5.2 Capital Market Equilibrium

At time t, the rental rate rt adjusts to equate the total supply of capital Kt + ζt =
∫ 1

0 Ki,tdi+ ζt to

the total demand for capital Jt =
∫ 1

0 Ji,tdi

Kt + ζt =

{[
θ − 1

θ

]θ(1+ν) [ 1− α
Ψ(1 + ν)

](1−α)(θ−1) [α
rt

]1−α+θ(α+ν)
} 1

Λ ∫ 1

0

{
zθ−1
i,t

[
Ei,tY

1
θ
t

]θ} 1+ν
Λ

di (20)

where Λ = 1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)].

2.5.3 Goods Market Equilibrium

The relative price of each variety adjusts to clear the market. Aggregate market clearing implies

Yt = Ct + It − (1 + rt − δ)ζt (21)

where C is the aggregate consumption given by

Ct =

∫ 1

0
Ci,tdi

and It is the aggregate investment

It = Kt+1di− (1− δ)Ktdi

and (1 + rt − δ)ζt represents the resources that are owed to the foreigners who lent capital to the

economy.
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Definition 3 (Equilibrium). Equilibrium in the economy is defined as a set of sequences of allo-

cations

{{Ci,t, Hi,t,Ki,t+1, Ji,t, Li,t}i∈[0,1]}∞t=0, prices {rt, {ωi,t, pi,t}i∈[0,1]}∞t=0 and information sets {{Ii,t}i∈[0,1]}∞t=0

along with the sequence of exogenous processes {zt, ζt, ut{ei,t}i∈[0,1]}i∈[0,1]} such that the following

conditions are true:

• The information sets {{Ii,t}i∈[0,1]}∞t=0 are defined by equation (4).

• {{Ci,t,Ki,t+1, Hi,t}∞t=0}i∈[0,1] satisfy equations (7) and (8) for each household i ∈ [0, 1] and

thus, solve the problem of the household on island i ∈ [0, 1] and are consistent with the sequence

of information sets {{Ii,t}i∈[0,1]}∞t=0.

• {{Li,t, Ji,t}∞t=0}i∈[0,1] satisfy equations (13) and (14) for each i ∈ [0, 1] and solve firm i ∈
[0, 1]’s problem in each period and are consistent with the sequence of information sets {{Ii,t}i∈[0,1]}∞t=0.

• The sequence of equilibrium wage rates {{ωi,t}∞t=0}i∈[0,1] is determined by the firm’s employ-

ment decision taking the labor supply curve as given. (Li,t = Hi,t) each period on island

i ∈ [0, 1] and must satisfy equation (19)

• The sequence of rental rates {rt}∞t=0 equates the total demand for capital by firms Jt to the

total supply of capital Kt + ζt every period, i.e. equation (20) is satisfied ∀t.

• The sequences of relative prices for each variety i, {{pi,t}∞t=0}i∈[0,1] equate demand and supply

for each variety in every period, i.e. pi,t satisfies equation (11) ∀t.

• The resource constraint for the economy is satisfied ∀t, i.e. equation (21) is satisfied at all

times.

• Consistency requires the following ∫ 1

0
Ci,tdi = Ct∫ 1

0
Ki,t+1di = Kt+1∫ 1

0
Ji,tdi = Jt

3 The Linear Economy

From this point forth, I will focus exclusively on the log-linearized version of the economy. This is

to facilitate a tractable solution to the filtering problem.14 I compute a log-linear approximation

14Agents in this model are permitted to learn from endogenous signals such as prices. In a linearized model,

prices are linear functions of the past and current innovations to the shocks in the economy. Agents try to infer the

innovations to these fundamentals of the economy by using prices as signals. The filtering problem is made tractable

by the fact that these signals are linear in the innovations. A higher order approximation would result in prices

depending not just linearly on the innovations which makes the filtering problem much harder to solve.
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of the model around the non-stochastic steady state with a degenerate distribution of capital. A

detailed description of the steady state is available in Appendix A.1. The equations describing

the log-linearized economy are presented in Appendix B. In the log-linearized economy, all hatted

variables are in terms of log deviations from their steady state values and variables that are not

hatted are deviations in levels from their steady state values.

The structure of this section is as follows. First, in sub-section 3.1, I present the equilibrium

under the assumption of Full Information. Next, in sub-section 3.2, I present the equilibrium of the

model with dispersed information. This allows me to contrast the predictions of the model under

the two different assumptions on information sets.

3.1 Full Information

It is standard in the business cycle literature to assume that agents observe all contemporaneous

shocks hitting the economy. Using the terminology of section 2.2, this implies that the exogenous

sources of information at time t include the realizations of {εi,t}i∈[0,1]. Notice that in the baseline

case, the public signal of productivity given by equation (3) is redundant as all agents observe

aggregate productivity without any noise.

Definition 4 (Information Set under Full Information). The information set of any agent

on island i at time t under the full information benchmark is given by:

Ii,t = IFIt = Ut({εj}j∈[0,1]) ∨Mt , ∀i ∈ [0, 1]

Following Whiteman (1983), I compute an equilibrium where the decisions of agents on island i

at time t are driven solely by the Gaussian process εti. Linearity of the model along with the adding

up constraint (2) ensures that the aggregate allocations and prices depend only on the Gaussian

process, εt. More precisely, this means that the decision of agents on island i at time t lie in Hβt (εi)

and aggregate quantities and economy-wide prices lie in Hβt (ε). Hβt (εi) and Hβt (ε) denote the space

of time independent beta-summable linear combinations of current and past realizations of εi and

ε respectively. This restriction rules out the existence of sunspots and ensures the existence of a

unique solution. Thus for the rest of the subsection dealing with the full information case, I ignore

the noisy signal.

In the benchmark economy, all agents in the economy are assumed to have symmetric informa-

tion, implying that they form the same expectation of future fundamentals.

Et[X] ≡ E[X | Ii,t] = E[X | IFIt ] , ∀i ∈ [0, 1]

where X is any random variable. The forecast by any agent in the economy of a random variable X

is given by E[X | It], which refers to the linear projection of the random variable X onto It. Since

innovations εi,t are assumed to be jointly normal, the linear projections correspond to conditional

expectations.
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The problem of the household and the firm under the benchmark case is identical to the one

described in section 2.3 along with the additional assumption that all agents have the same in-

formation set. The full information equilibrium can be summarized by the following propositions.

Details can be found in Appendix C.

Proposition 1 (Decisions made by agents on island i).

• The labor supply and capital accumulation decision of the household on island i are given by:

Ĥi,t =
ωi,t
ν

(22)

K̂i,t+1 = K̂i,t −
αβΨν(θ − 1)H1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K
r̂t +

[
βr

κK
+
αν(1− β)(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

]
Et

∞∑
j=0

βj+1r̂t+j+1

−
[
Y

θK
+

νΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

](1− β
β

)
Et

∞∑
j=0

βj+1Ŷt+j − Ŷt


−
[

(θ − 1)Y

θK
+

ν(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

] [
(1− β)βρz

1− βρz
ẑt − βẑi,t

]
(23)

• The representative firm on island i’s demand for labor, capital and its output is given by:

L̂i,t =
θ − 1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

α(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ŷt (24)

Ĵi,t =
(θ − 1)(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + ν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ŷt (25)

Ŷi,t =
θ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

αθ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + αν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ŷt (26)

Proof. See Appendix C

Proposition 2 (Aggregate Quantities and Prices).

• Aggregate Capital stock evolves according to the following law of motion:

K̂t+1 = λkK̂t + λz ẑt + λζζt (27)

where λk, λz and λζ are constants and are defined in Appendix C.

• The rental rate is given by:

r̂t =
1 + ν

α+ ν
ẑt −

ν(1− α)

α+ ν
K̂t −

ν(1− α)

α+ ν
ζt (28)

• Aggregate output is given by

Ŷt =
1 + ν

α+ ν
ẑt +

α(1 + ν)

α+ ν
K̂t +

α(1 + ν)

α+ ν
ζt (29)

Proof. See Appendix C
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Equations (24)-(26) demonstrate that the decisions of firm i are driven solely by the realized

level of productivity on island i, the rental rate r̂t and actual aggregate output Ŷt. Since all agent

have the same ‘correct’ belief, all decisions of agents in the full information economy are driven

by changes in fundamentals and there is no room for fluctuations caused by sentiments. It is

straightforward to see that this economy is characterized by constrained efficiency.

3.2 Dispersed Information

As was explained earlier, agents on island i have access to various exogenous and endogenous

sources of information. The endogenous sources of information are prices in the markets which

agents from island i participate in, i.e. the rental rate, r̂t, and the relative price of variety i from

last period, p̂i,t−1.

Proposition 3 (Information contained in prices). .

1. Upon observing the realized relative price, p̂i,t−1 at the end of t − 1, a firm can infer aggregate

output Ŷt−1 without any error.

2. Wages ωi,t, on island i provide the agents on the island with no additional information since

labor markets are local.

Firms at the time of making their output decisions do not know the actual level of aggregate

demand. As a result, they do not know the market clearing relative price for their product with

certainty. However, the market clearing relative price is revealed after all firms have produced. At

this juncture, each firm is able to observe only its own products relative price. The ex-post demand

curve facing each firm i at the end of period t− 1 is given by

Ŷi,t−1 = −θp̂i,t−1 + Ŷt−1

Thus, observing the relative price p̂i,t−1 is the same as observing Ŷt−1. Thus, from now on I treat

Ŷt−1 as the signal instead of p̂i,t−1. From now on I shall refer to the vector of signals at time t as

xi,t = (ẑi,t, ϕt, r̂t, Ŷt−1).

Definition 5. In the economy with dispersed information, the information set of agents on island

i at time t is given by:

Ii,t = Ui,t(ẑi,t, ϕt) ∨ Vt(r̂t, Ŷt−1) ∨Mt

Given an information set, the expectation of any random variable X by agent i, denoted by

Ei,tX refers to the linear projection of X on to Ii,t. Given that the shock process εt is Gaussian in

the setup, these linear projections correspond to the conditional expectations. Since Ii,t 6= Ij,t, in

general Ei,tX 6= Ej,tX.

Solving a dynamic model in which agents learn from endogenous signals is not trivial. In models

with only exogenous noisy sources of information, the agent’s problem of filtering this information

can be solved independently of their economic decisions. This is because economic decisions do not

affect the structure of information available to agents. This is the case in models such as Angeletos

and La’O (2008) where agents only learn from exogenous sources of information.
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However, if agents are learning from prices, this is no longer the case. As was discussed in

section 2.2, prices aggregate the decisions of other agents which are partly contingent on their private

information and hence provide provide a summary of the private information of other agents. Prices

affect the economic decisions agents make and are in turn affected by these economic decisions.

Thus, agents’ inference problem cannot be solved independently of their economic decisions as they

feedback into each other. In other words, the quality of information available from prices depends

on which signals agents put more weight on while making their decisions. The weight agents put on

prices as a source of information depends, in turn, on the quality of information they provide. This

implies that the quality of information available from prices is determined endogenously within the

model by the decisions of all agents.

I show that prices, in such a setting, will not provide perfectly precise signals of the true

fundamentals and that agents are unable to infer the true fundamentals, εi,t from the sequence of

all realized pubic and private information. This requires one to fully determine the behavior of

agents and the informational content of prices. I follow a procedure which can be thought of as a

two step procedure. First, I solve the problem of the firm and household on each island i ∈ [0, 1]

taking as given the informational content of prices. This induces a particular information set on

agents on island i, Ii,t. Agents then make decisions measurable with respect to this information

set. Prices then aggregate these decisions and the informational content of these prices can be

determined. Consistency requires that the realized informational content of prices be the same

as the initial assumption. This approach is operationalized in the following subsections. The full

solution is presented in Appendix B.

For the ease of exposition define the two vectors ξi,t = {vt, ut, ζt, ei,t} and ξt = {vt, ut, ζt, 0}.
Notice that ξt =

∫ 1
0 ξi,tdi. Similar to the full information section, I compute the unique equilib-

rium under which agents decisions lie in Hβt (ξi) and following the adding up constraint, aggregates

and prices lie in Hβt (ξ). Agents cannot observe the true fundamentals and infer the true funda-

mentals from their various sources of information which includes the noisy signal about aggregate

productivity. Thus, I allow for agents decisions to not just depend on εti but also on {ut−j}∞j=0.

3.2.1 Step 1: The Decision of Agents given the informational content of prices

In this subsection, I fix the informational content of prices and solve for the decisions of these

agents. The decisions of households i under information set Ii,t are summarized by the following

proposition.

Proposition 4. The labor supply and capital accumulation decisions of the household on island i
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are summarized below:

νĤi,t = ω̂i,t (30)

K̂i,t+1 = K̂i,t −
αβν(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K
r̂t +

[
βr

κK
+
αν(1− β)(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

]
Ei,t

∞∑
j=0

βj+1r̂t+j+1

−
[
Y

θK
+

νΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

](1− β
β

)
Ei,t

∞∑
j=0

βj+1Ŷt+j − Ei,tŶt


−
[

(θ − 1)Y

θK
+

ν(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

] [
(1− β)βρz

1− βρz
Ei,tẑt − βẑi,t

]
(31)

Proof. See Appendix B.

The labor supply decision is identical to the one under full information. However, there is

a subtle difference in the savings decision under dispersed information. Notice that the savings

decision in part depends on the expected benefit to holding a unit of capital in the future. Under

dispersed information, this expected benefit is with respect to the beliefs of household i. These

beliefs are different from those of household j. This wasn’t the case under full information where

the beliefs of the each household were the same as the objective belief. In the model with dispersed

information, agents’ beliefs are not the same as the objective beliefs. This opens the door for

fluctuations in investment depending on perceptions. If household i is pessimistic about the benefit

of holding a unit of capital in the future, it cuts back on it investment. In the same vein, if all

agents are pessimistic about the benefit of holding capital in the future, they all cut back on their

investment and this leads to a reduction in capital stock tomorrow. Thus pessimism can lead to

swings in investment behavior.

Dispersed information also alters the firm’s decision compared to the full information case. The

decisions of firm i are summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 5. The labor and capital demand of the firm on island i are summarized below:

L̂i,t =
θ − 1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

α(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ei,tŶt (32)

Ĵi,t =
(θ − 1)(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + ν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ei,tŶt (33)

Consequently, The output decision of firm i can be expressed as:

Ŷi,t =
θ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

αθ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + αν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ei,tŶt (34)

Proof. See Appendix B

Equations (32)-(34) show that the output decision of firm i is characterized by strategic com-

plementarity. The input demand and output decisions of the firm depend on its perception of

aggregate demand, Ei,tŶt. This result is presented formally in the following Lemma.
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Lemma 1. Firm i’s demand for inputs is increasing in its perception of aggregate demand/output.

As a result, a firm’s output is increasing in its perception of aggregate demand.

∂Ŷi,t

∂Ei,tŶt
=

1 + αν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
> 0 (35)

i.e., a firm’s output decision is characterized by strategic complementarity.

Proof. The claim follows from (34).

This strategic complementarity in output decision implies that the firm wants to hire more

labor and capital when it perceives the level of aggregate demand to be high. This can be seen

from equations (32) and (33). At the time of making production decisions, firm i does not know

the true fundamentals, and thus, it cannot predict with certainty the decisions of the other firms.

As a result, it cannot ascertain the exact level of aggregate demand Ŷt. Since the profits of the

firm depend on its relative output, uncertainty about fundamentals manifests itself in the form of

demand uncertainty. Each firm must decide how much to produce given its perception of aggregate

demand rather than actual aggregate demand.

In an economy with dispersed information where agents’ individual decisions are affected by

their perceptions of the fundamentals, aggregate quantities which are just aggregates of individual

decisions depend on the distribution of beliefs across the economy. Hence, average perceptions

about the fundamentals affect the aggregate quantities.

Proposition 6. Aggregate capital accumulation by agents in the economy depends on average

perceptions of the state of the economy:

K̂t+1 = K̂t −
αβν(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K
r̂t +

[
βr

κK
+
αν(1− β)(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

]
Et

∞∑
j=0

βj+1r̂t+j+1

−
[
Y

θK
+

νΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

](1− β
β

)
Et

∞∑
j=0

βj+1Ŷt+j − EtŶt


−
[

(θ − 1)Y

θK
+

ν(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

] [
(1− β)βρz

1− βρz
Etẑt − βẑt

]
(36)

and so are the total demands for labor and capital:

L̂t =
θ − 1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑt −

α(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
EtŶt (37)

Ĵt =
(θ − 1)(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑt −

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + ν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
EtŶt (38)

Consequently, so is aggregate output:

Ŷt =
1− α

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
EtŶt +

θ(1 + ν)

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
ẑt +

αθ(1 + ν)

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
(Kt + ζt) (39)

r̂t =
1 + ν

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
EtŶt +

(θ − 1)(1 + ν)

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
ẑt −

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
(Kt + ζt) (40)
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Proof. Aggregating equation (31) over all households i yields equation (36) while aggregating equa-

tion (34) over all firms i yields equation (39). Equations (37)-(38) can be derived by aggregating

equations (32)-(33). Equation (40) can be derived by aggregating equation (33) and imposing

capital market clearing Ĵt = K̂t + ζt.

Proposition 6 is in strong contrast to Proposition 2. In the full information case, aggregate

quantities and prices did not depend on average perceptions about the state of the economy and

were driven purely by fundamentals. Equations (39)-(40) highlight that the distribution of beliefs

is also a force in determining the behavior of aggregate quantities and prices in an economy. In

particular, equation (39) shows that the aggregate level of output is affected by average beliefs

about aggregate demand in the economy. A higher average expectation about the level of aggregate

demand results in an increase in actual output. If all firms are optimistic (pessimistic) about the

level of aggregate demand, they will choose to produce more (less). This reliance of actual output

on the perceived level of output acts like an amplification mechanism. In the previous section, firm

i was able to observe the productivity of each of the firms in the economy and as a result, it could

ascertain with certainty the output decisions of these firms. Therefore, its decision of how much to

produce only depended on actual aggregate demand and not on perceived aggregate demand.

Lemma 2. Aggregate output responds positively to perceptions about aggregate demand

∂Ŷt

∂EtŶt
=

1− α
1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

> 0

Proof. The claim follows from equation (39).

Similarly, equation (36) shows how pessimism and optimism can affect output in the future.

Investment at time t depends on perceptions about current and future aggregate demand as well

as average perceptions about the return from holding capital tomorrow. Average perception of a

low return to capital induces agents to invest less which implies that the capital stock tomorrow

is smaller and hence the production possibility frontier for tomorrow moves inwards. Pessimistic

average beliefs about the return from holding capital can arise from pessimistic beliefs about aggre-

gate demand today. Pessimistic beliefs about aggregate demand today cause firms to cut back on

their demand for capital which reduces the rental rate today. A low rental rate today is indicative

of a low return to capital in the near future as productivity is persistent. This results in a cut back

on investment spending. Fluctuations to perceptions not driven by shocks to fundamentals can

thus cause current and future aggregate output to contract or expands depending on the average

beliefs today. This is the dynamic mechanism through which dispersed information acts to make

downturns longer and deeper. Other macro models of dispersed information such as Angeletos and

La’O (2008) do not focus on this dynamic mechanism as they abstract from capital or any other

persistent endogenous state variable.

Lorenzoni (2009) shows how nominal rigidities can combine with non-fundamental fluctuations

in beliefs and have dynamic effects on output. This paper highlights that these dynamic effects of

non-fundamental fluctuations in beliefs can have dynamic persistent effects even in a neoclassical
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economy with no nominal rigidities. Thus, dispersed information can have dynamic effects even

in the absence of any nominal rigidities or explicitly Keynesian features even in a full rational

expectations framework. Dispersed information results in a neoclassical economy displaying a

Keynesian flavor, in that fundamentals along with perceptions about aggregate demand determine

the actual output in the economy. The average expectations are analogous to the Keynesian idea

of animal spirits. Section 4 fleshes out how such optimism or pessimism may come to be.

3.2.2 Step 2: Filtering and prediction problem

The previous sub-section provided a solution to an agent’s problem taking as given the informational

content of prices. This section pins down the informational content of prices as an equilibrium

object. As is clear from the propositions in the previous section, agents’ decisions depend on their

perception of how prices and aggregate demand evolve in the future. Equations (30)-(34) imply

that the household on island i needs to predict
∑∞

j=0 β
j+1r̂t+j+1, ẑt,

∑∞
j=0 β

j+1Ŷt+j and Ŷt in order

to make an investment decision. These predictions are the linear projections of these objects on to

Ii,t. More generally, these projections are linear combinations of past and current realizations of

the signals {xi,t−s}∞s=0 which themselves are functions of the past and current innovations to the

shocks {ξi,t−s}∞s=0. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that the predictions are linear

combinations of past and current ξi’s.

3.2.2.1 Technical discussion of the difficulty in solving dispersed information models

.

Solving the model requires one to solve the prediction problem of an agent with information set

Ii,t. The problem of infinite regress in expectations is well known since Townsend (1983). Prices

and future aggregate demand depend on the decision rules of all agents in the economy, who make

output and investment decisions in the presence of some private information. As a result, the

distribution of beliefs plays an important role in determining the aggregates of the economy. To be

able to predict prices, capital stock and output in the future, agents need to try and forecast the

private information available to the other agents. This leads to the problem of infinite regress and

makes the state space explosive. An example of this can be seen as follows. Consider firm i’s output

decision in period t. In order to decide on the level of output to produce, firm i must predict the

level of aggregate demand Ŷt. Aggregate demand is given by equation (39). Firm i’s expectation

of aggregate demand Ŷt can be written by applying the expectation operator on equation (39):

Ei,tŶt =
θ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ei,tẑt −

αθ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + αν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ei,tEtŶt(41)

However, this depends on agent i’s expectation of the average expectations of aggregate demand.

The average expectations can be calculated by averaging the beliefs of all agents:

EtŶt ≡
∫ 1

0
Ei,tŶt =

θ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Etẑt −

αθ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + αν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
E

(2)
t Ŷt
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where E
(2)
t Ŷt =

∫ 1
0 Ei,tEtŶtdi is the average expectation of the average expectation of aggregate

output. Plugging this equation into equation (41) shows that the agents expectation of aggregate

output depends on the average expectations of aggregate productivity and also the average ex-

pectations of average expectations of aggregate output. This implies that agent i’s expectation of

aggregate demand depends on the second order average expectations. In fact repeating the above

procedure to substitute higher order expectations will be fruitless. It can shown that firm i’s belief

about aggregate output and hence the decision of how much to produce depend on the entire set

of higher order beliefs about aggregate productivity.

Ei,tŶt =
θ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]

∞∑
n=0

[
1 + αν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]

]n
Ei,tE

(n)
t ẑt −

αθ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]− θ(1 + ν)
r̂t(42)

Since each firm has a symmetric decision, aggregate output depends on the entire set of higher

order expectations about aggregate output:

Ŷt =
θ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]

∞∑
n=0

[
1 + αν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]

]n
E

(n)
t ẑt −

αθ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]− θ(1 + ν)
r̂t (43)

Note that the notation E
n
t implies the average expectations of order n.

E
(n)
t ẑt =

∫ 1

0
Ei,tE

(n−1)
t ẑtdi

and

E
(0)
t ẑt = ẑt

The problem stated above is not tractable as it is easy to see that it gives rise to an infinite

dimensional state space. Agents need to track an infinite number of objects {E(n)
t ẑt}∞n=0. Standard

techniques of filtering, which are used in incomplete information models, such as the standard

Kalman Filter are ill-suited for such a problem as they require a well defined finite dimensional

state space. Other recent papers have come across a similar problem. Woodford (2002) deals with

this infinite regress problem by using a clever technique which allows him to only predict a finite

number of objects. In particular, Woodford (2002) restricts agents to only learn from exogenously

generated signals which allows him to employ the above strategy and still use the Kalman Filter.

However, this technique cannot be generalized to models in which agents learn from endogenous

signals as the convergence properties of the standard Kalman filter are not straightforward. Graham

and Wright (2010) extend the Kalman Filter to handle endogenous signals and use the technique

suggested in Nimark (2010) which suggests truncating the higher order beliefs at some large order

k <∞. Thus, rather than tracking {E(n)
t ẑt}∞n=0, the solution truncates the higher order beliefs up

to k. As a result, {E(n)
t ẑt}kn=0 are the state variables of the model. Since, k is finite, this allows

the definition of a finite dimensional state space and use of the Kalman Filter. However, this is a

computationally intensive procedure.

The problem of having to track higher order expectations stems from private information. In

order to solve for the decisions of agents, one must compute their expectations of current and
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future aggregate quantities and prices which in turn shape their decisions. However, agents are

informed differentially about the fundamentals today, implying that their forecasts of these objects

are also heterogeneous. Since agents cannot infer the true fundamentals today without error, their

perceptions about productivity, aggregate demand etc. depend on all the past signals they ob-

serve. As agents use all past and current signals to infer the fundamentals today, perceptions about

fundamentals are dependent potentially on the entire history of shocks. These decisions are then

aggregated to form the rental rate which consequently also depends on the entire history of realiza-

tions of ξ. Previous papers have dealt with this problem by assuming that all information becomes

common knowledge after a certain lag as in Hellwig (2002) and Lorenzoni (2009). Nimark (2010)

shows that these truncation techniques may inadvertently alter the properties of the equilibrium.

In this paper, I use techniques suggested by Kasa (2000) in dealing with the infinite regress

in expectations. Kasa (2000) shows how to translate the problem into frequency domain where

the filtering problem is no longer infinite dimensional, allowing one to compute an exact solution.

Kasa (2000) shows how frequency domain methods are more suited to tackle infinite histories as

no truncation is required. In addition, the Wiener-Kolmogrov forecasting methods can be used to

project prices and output in the future onto the information sets of agents in a tractable fashion as

this technique does not require a well-defined state space. The current paper adapts this method

to solve for equilibrium. This is a methodological contribution and no other business cycle model

to my knowledge tries to adapt frequency-domain methods to the solution of business cycle models

with dispersed information.

3.2.2.2 Solution to the filtering problem .

Following Kasa (2000), I transform the problem into the frequency domain and use techniques

adapted from Whiteman (1983) to compute a rational expectations equilibrium. A detailed ex-

planation can be found in Appendix B.5. Solving the model requires one to calculate an agent’s

expectations of the fundamentals today and in the future. The procedure to compute the equilib-

rium is explained below in brief.

The decisions of households and firms depend on the perceived level of aggregate demand. At

the beginning of the period, agents do not observe aggregate demand and hence must forecast it.

The perceptions of aggregate demand on island i depend potentially on all the past and current

signals that agents on the island observed. These signals are in turn functions of current and all

past fundamentals. Thus, without loss of generality assume that agent i’s perception of aggregate

demand, Ei,tŶt, is given by15

Ei,tŶt = Yv(L)vt + Yu(L)ut + Yζ(L)ζt + Ye(L)ei,t ≡ Y(L)ξi,t (44)

15The structure imposed on the predicted values implicitly assumes that the equilibrium is symmetric.The functions

defining the perceptions are identical across islands, i.e. the lag polynomials do not have an i subscript. Since the

perceptions of agents on island i depend potentially on the entire history of shocks, recursive filtering techniques

which require a well defined state space become harder to apply.
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which in turn implies that average perception in the economy about aggregate demand takes the

following form:

EtŶt = Yv(L)vt + Yu(L)ut + Yζ(L)ζt ≡ Y(L)ξt (45)

where {Yj(L)}j∈{v,u,e,ζ} are potentially infinite order beta-summable lag polynomials.

The decisions of agents depend on their perceptions of the state of the economy. In particular,

the capital accumulation decisions of households on each island depend on their own perception

about the current and future state of the economy. As a result, aggregate capital stock depends on

average beliefs which in turn depends on the realizations of all past and current realizations of ξ.

In particular, assume that aggregate capital evolves according to the following process:

Kt+1 = Kv(L)vt +Ku(L)ut +Kζ(L)ζt (46)

where Kv and Ku are potentially infinite order beta-summable lag polynomials. The lag polynomials

{Kj(L),Yj(L)}j∈{v,u,e,ζ} need to be determined in equilibrium. Given the guesses in equations

(44)-(46), the perceived law of motion of rental rates and aggregate output can be defined using by

plugging in equations (44)-(46) into equations (39) and (40).16

If rental rates were fully revealing, agents would be able to infer the current fundamentals εt

by observing it. But as is shown in the next section, agents will not be able to infer the current

fundamentals by observing their set of signals. However they are able to infer some convolution of

current fundamentals with the past fundamentals. These combinations of past and current funda-

mentals are determined by deriving an observationally equivalent fundamental Wold representation

of equation (47). The procedure follows Rozanov (1967) and is explained in Appendix B.5. This

also allows one to pin down the information contained in prices.

The next step of the solution involves taking these perceived laws of motion as given and to

compute the decisions of households and firms. Aggregating these decisions yields actual laws of

motion of aggregate capital stock, output, rental rates and perceived aggregate demand. Rational

expectations implies that the actual and perceived laws of motions should be consistent with each

other. This implies that the perceived laws of motion have to be matched with the actual derived

ones. This completes the procedure. This is the unique equilibrium in Hβt (ξ).

4 Results

This section characterizes the exact linear equilibrium of the dispersed information economy and

contrasts its properties to the full information case. The numerical results are based the following

calibration:

The period in the model is set to one quarter. Parameters that govern preferences and produc-

tion technology are calibrated to match long-run values of postwar US aggregates. I follow standard

calibration as explained in Prescott (1986) and Cooley and Prescott (1995). The discount factor

16These are given by equations (96)-(97) in Appendix B.5.
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β is set to 0.99 to match an annual interest rate of 4%. The share of capital in total output, α, is

set to 0.4 to match the labor share in national income. The parameter Ψ, which scales disutility

of labor, is set to set match labor supply to 31% of the time in steady state. Following Fernandez-

Villaverde et al. (2009), I set ν is set to 1.35 to match a Frisch elasticity of labor supply of 0.74. The

persistence of the aggregate component of productivity ρz is set to 0.95 and the standard deviation

of the innovation to aggregate productivity, σv, is set to 0.007. I set the standard deviation of

idiosyncratic productivity shocks, σe to 0.1. This is consistent with Castro et al. (2011) who find

that mean standard deviation of firm level productivity is within the range of 8-10 percent. I set I

set the elasticity of substitution across different varieties, θ, to 10 to match a steady state markup

of 10 percent. δ is set to 0.025 to match a quarterly depreciation rate 2.5%. I set the volatility of

the noise shock σζ to 2.1% which is consistent with the findings of L’Huillier et al. (2009).

4.1 Informationally Inefficient Prices

This section shows that in the economy with dispersed information, using all their signals xi,t,

households and firms on island i ∈ [0, 1] are unable to infer the true fundamentals εi,t at time t.

Writing the signals available to agents on island i in the innovations representations yields

equation (47). 
ẑi,t

ϕt

r̂t

Ŷt−1

 =


1

1−ρzL 0 0 1
1

1−ρzL 1 0 0

Rv(L) Ru(L) Rζ(L) 0

LYv(L) LYu(L) LYζ(L) 0

×


vt

ut

ζt

ei,t

 (47)

or

xi,t =M(L)ξi,t

where {Rj ,Yj} are defined in equations (96)-(97) in Appendix B.5. Since Det[M(z)] = 0 at z = 0,

εi,t is not fundamental for xi,t and M(L) does not possess an inverse only in positive powers of

L. Since in equation (47) is not a fundamental Wold representation, agent i cannot infer the

contemporaneous shocks ξi,t to the economy from observing all the past and current realizations of

the signals {xi,t−j}∞j=0. Notice that equation above is a mapping of the signals in terms of all the

past and current realization of fundamentals along with noise for agents on island i. If price were

fully revealing agents would have been able to infer ξi,t by observing the realizations of the signals

xi,t up to period t. However, in this case, agents are no longer able to infer ξi,t from the signals

they observe. The agent has as many signals as objects that he needs to infer, so this inability of

agents to infer the true innovations to the economy is not because of not having enough signals.17

17Equation (47) is an infinite order VAR in innovations representation. The informational inefficiency of prices is

similar to the problems in interpreting VAR’s which are identified in Fernandez-Villaverde et al. (2007). They provide

conditions under which an econometrician can infer the true structural shocks from a VAR. The non-invertability of

M is synonymous with the failure of these conditions. As a result, agents (who are doing the jobs of econometricians

!) cannot infer the true contemporaneous fundamentals εi,t.
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Prices are informationally inefficient because of the infinite regress in expectations. Agents

cannot observe the true fundamentals at the beginning of each period. As a result they cannot

infer aggregate demand/output. The rental rate rt provides information about the current state

of aggregate productivity but is convoluted by the shock to the supply of capital which is not

observed by agents directly. Since aggregate capital available today depends in part on investment

decisions made last period, it depends on the average expectations about the fundamentals in t−1.

Thus, to infer aggregate productivity from the rental rate an agent must try and infer the average

beliefs about fundamentals in t − 1. However, this is not a trivial exercise. Agents on all islands

learn from rental rates and hence the average beliefs about current fundamentals depends on the

rental rate today. Note that average beliefs today depend on the average beliefs yesterday through

the rental rate. Hence average belief in period t depend on all average beliefs in the past. Thus,

market-consistent information is not just governed by fundamentals today but also from the infinite

past. This can be seen as arising from the infinite regress in expectations. If information was not

dispersed, agents could infer the true fundamentals about aggregate productivity from observing

the rental rate as they would know what the average beliefs about fundamentals yesterday were.

Thus, in the economy with dispersed information, agents are unable to isolate the effects of

changes in fundamentals from noise. In fact agents’ forecast errors in predicting aggregate produc-

tivity are serially correlated:

ẑt − Ei,t−1ẑt = vt + ρz(γvvt−1 − γuut−1 + γζζt−1 + γeei,t−1) (48)

Consequently, the average forecast error is serially correlated

ẑt − Et−1ẑt = vt + ρz(γvvt−1 − γuut−1 + γζζt−1) (49)

where {γj}j∈{v,u,ζ,e} are positive constants which depend on model parameters and steady state

values.

Since forecast errors are serially correlated, agents’ forecasts are characterized by waves of

pessimism and optimism. If an agent underestimates (overestimates) aggregate productivity today,

this leads him to underestimate (overestimate) tomorrow’s aggregate productivity. This pessimism

and optimism leads to increased volatility and more persistent fluctuations as will be be argued

below.

4.2 Response of the Economy to a Aggregate Productivity Shock

This section discusses the reaction of the economy to a negative innovation to aggregate produc-

tivity.

On Impact Following a decrease in the aggregate productivity in period t, the firm on island i

observes a lower realization of his island specific productivity zi,t and also of the noisy public signal

ϕt. Observing lower realizations of both these signals, firm i is unable to dis-entangle whether the

lower observations are driven by an actual fall in aggregate productivity or by some combination
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of decreases in idiosyncratic productivity and noise. As a result, it tempers its expectations of a

fall in aggregate productivity. In addition to these exogenous signals, the firm also observes the

rental rate for capital from which it tries to infer the perceptions of others in the economy regarding

aggregate productivity. A lower rental rate reinforces the belief that productivity is low and that

average perception in the economy about aggregate productivity is low, but since prices are not

fully revealing, firm i still cannot be fully certain that aggregate productivity has gone down. It

follows from equation (49) that the average perception of aggregate productivity is higher than

actual productivity.

Since the decline in perceived aggregate productivity is less than the actual decline, demand

for capital falls by less on impact compared to the case where they are perfectly informed about

the current state of the economy. As a result, the total demand for capital falls by less and hence,

the rental rate falls by less. Nevertheless, a lower rental rate reaffirms that average perceptions

about productivity are low. Each firm believes that firms on other islands respond to lower average

perceptions of aggregate productivity by decreasing production. Given the anticipated decline in

production by firms on other islands, the firm perceives that aggregate output and hence, aggregate

demand will also be low. Strategic complementarity in output decisions implies that firms will

respond to lower perceptions of aggregate demand by reducing their own output. Compared to the

full information case where firms knew the exact production response by other firms, firms in a

dispersed information economy decrease output when (1) they perceive aggregate productivity to

be low and (2) when they perceive that average beliefs of aggregate demand are also low. As such,

Figure 2 highlights that perceived aggregate demand falls on impact of a negative productivity

shock. Notably, the first panel of Figure 2 demonstrates the effect of strategic complementarity,

since firms perceive aggregate demand to have declined, each firm lowers its actual production. This

causes actual aggregate output to fall by more than the decline in perceived aggregate demand.

However, the decline in output is marginally less severe initially compared to the fall in output in

the full information economy as demonstrated by the second panel in Figure 2. Following equation

(39), agents could not disentangle the true decline in aggregate productivity, and consequently

tempered expectations about the fall in aggregate demand causes output to decline by less.

Since firms and households on an island are symmetrically informed, the households perception

about aggregate productivity is also higher than the actual level of productivity on impact. As

productivity is persistent, households anticipate that the demand for capital in t+ 1 will continue

to be low and consequently they expect the benefit from investing in capital to be low. As such,

households cut back on investment which lowers the capital stock in the future.

Dynamic Effects As was seen above, upon impact, a negative productivity shock has less effect

on economic activity than in the full information case. However, the negative impulse to produc-

tivity is amplified in subsequent quarters under dispersed information as can be seen in Figure

2.

Agents on each island were unsure about the extent of the fall in aggregate productivity. Initially

they had attributed only a portion of the fall to a decrease in aggregate productivity. At the end of
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Figure 2: Evolution of Perceived Aggregate Demand and Actual Aggregate Output after a negative

productivity shock

period t, after production takes place everyone observes aggregate output which is much lower than

their expectations which causes each agent to revise their expectations about aggregate productivity

downwards.

This is where pessimism has an impact. In the period following the initial fall in aggregate

productivity, the full information economy is already on its way to a recovery as aggregate produc-

tivity is mean reverting and starts to increase again. Each agent observes this increase in aggregate

productivity and this results in output, consumption and investment to rebound again. However,

this is not the case in the economy with dispersed information. In the dispersed information econ-

omy, a firm on each island observes that its island specific productivity has increased. In addition,

it also observes a higher realization of the noisy public signal than the previous period. However,

on observing this information, each firm still cannot infer whether the observed increase in produc-

tivity is particular to them or whether others also observe similar signals. Each firm is cautious

in increasing their capital demand and hence output in response to this new information. Each

firm fears that other firms do not share this information and hence will not increase their output

which will result in a loss from not coordinating. As a result each firm reacts cautiously to this

new information by only increasing capital demand and hence, their output slightly.

Since each firm tempers its increases capital demand, the rental rate does not increase enough

to clearly reflect the improvement in productivity. Even though each firm observed signals which

suggested improvement in productivity, the relatively smaller increase in the rental rate signals to

each firm that the capital demand by all other firms is low. Consequently, each firm infers that
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all other firms are pessimistic. Since each firm infers that others are pessimistic and anticipate

low aggregate demand/output, it lowers capital demand and hence output. A lower realization

of aggregate output, then reaffirms the belief of each firm that the others are pessimistic about

aggregate productivity.

In other words, even though each firm observes signals of improving conditions, they infer from

the price signals that the others do not share their good news about improving conditions. As

a result, each firm believes that the average perceptions about aggregate productivity and hence

aggregate demand/output are low. This implies that the forecast of all agents are negatively biased.

The negatively biased forecasts are what corresponds to pessimism in the economy which is being

reinforced by the prices. Thus, compared to the full information economy where output started to

recover immediately, output in the dispersed information economy does not rebound as strongly.

In fact, Figure 2 demonstrates that output in the dispersed information economy is below the level

of output in the full information economy in periods following the initial drop.

The presence of dispersed information and strategic complementarity implies that each firm

is cautious and hence, slower in responding to new information which they feel others might not

share. Since agents’ decisions are slow to reflect this new information, prices which aggregate these

decisions are also slow to reflect this information. Since prices are public sources of information,

they reinforce the pessimism/optimism which causes agents to temper their decisions further and

hence delays further the reflection of private information about improving conditions in decisions

and hence prices. Thus, a key component of the mechanism is the reinforcing role played by the

endogenous price signals. The mechanism is similar to that in Woodford (2002) where dispersed

information interacts with strategic complementarity in pricing to create delayed responses to a

monetary policy shock that is not common knowledge. However, a key difference is that since

Woodford (2002) does not feature learning from endogenous price signals, there is no mechanism

to reinforce the pessimism or optimism.

This dispersed information and strategic complementarity additionally have a dynamic effect.

Since households share the same information as firms, each households also believes that there is a

sense of pessimism about aggregate productivity in the economy which results in lower aggregate

demand/output. Since aggregate productivity is persistent, they anticipate that this pessimism

will persist over time and hence predict that the demand for capital will be lower in the future too.

Thus, anticipating a lower benefit from holding capital, they lower their investment expenditure.

This results in a lower capital stock in the future which causes the production possibility frontier to

contract. This slows down the recovery of output. A smaller capital stock and thus a higher rental

rate following a higher marginal productivity of capital tomorrow should encourage investment.

However, the pessimistic beliefs about aggregate demand today result in a negative wealth effect

as households predict smaller dividends from each firm. Thus, this pessimism about the level of

aggregate productivity and hence lower aggregate demand/output causes income of households to

decline giving rise to a fall in consumption and in investment spending. Declines in investment and

consumption spending feed pessimistic beliefs about the state of aggregate demand which through

endogenous price signals reinforce more pessimism. The fall in consumption in the dispersed infor-
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mation economy is smaller than the full information economy because the incentive of households

to invest falls drastically. This causes the recession to be deeper and more protracted. Figure

3 summarizes the effect of a downward revision in forecasts on investment and consumption and

highlights that investment falls by a much larger proportion in the dispersed information economy

compared to the full information economy.

The dispersed information economy features more volatile and persistent fluctuations. In par-

ticular, now output fluctuations are both a functions of changes in fundamentals and changes in

average perceptions about fundamentals. Consequently, in the dispersed information economy, the

correlation of short run fluctuations to changes in technology is attenuated compared to the full

information economy. Standard business cycle models like the full information economy predict a

high correlation between productivity shocks and changes in output. This prediction is not sup-

ported empirically. This correlation is attenuated in the dispersed information economy. Output

falls by less on impact of the technology shock and the recovery along with the improvement in

technology is impeded by the average perceptions about fundamentals. In addition, there is a strong

correlation empirically between consumer sentiment indices and short run fluctuations, which the

model predicts.
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Figure 3: Declines in Capital, Employment, Consumption after a negative productivity shock
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The discussion above argued that the dispersed information economy features a deeper and

more protracted recession following a initial fall in productivity. Once in a recession, the general

pessimism about aggregate productivity, even reduces the response to additional good news. Con-

sider an economy which is initially hit by a negative productivity shock. This leads the economy

into a deep recession as explained above. Now consider the case where there is a positive shock to

productivity in the middle of this slump. In the symmetric information case, agents would be able

to infer that the state of productivity has improved and this would drive a faster recovery. How-

ever, in the economy with dispersed information and strategic complementarities, the realization of

a positive shock to productivity does not translate immediately into a recovery. This can be seen
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Figure 4: Output’s sluggish response to subsequent positive signals following a recession.

in Figure 4 which displays the evolution of output following a negative productivity shock at time

0. This causes the economy to enter a recession which is reinforced by the mechanism explained in

the previous section. In period 5, the economy is hit by a positive shock to aggregate productivity.

As can be seen, the response of aggregate demand is more muted in the dispersed information case

as strategic complementarities incentivize firms to not react fully to a signal of higher productivity.

4.3 Response of the Economy to a Noise Shock

Angeletos and La’O (2008) and Lorenzoni (2009) discuss how noise, which is completely unrelated

to the fundamentals of the economy, can result in fluctuations in economic activity in an economy

with dispersed information with strategic complementarity. I interpret the noise shock as the error

ut in the public signal of aggregate productivity ϕt. ut is assumed to be i.i.d across time. Noise

shocks in this setting have transient effects on economic activity. As can be seen in Figure 5, the

response of output, rental rate, consumption and capital stock to a positive noise shock.

On impact of a positive noise shock, agents observe a high realization of the noisy signal of

aggregate productivity. At this time they are unable to distinguish the shock from an actual

increase in productivity and hence attribute a part of the increase to aggregate productivity. Since
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the noise shock does not affect the fundamentals of the economy, each firm observes that their

island specific productivity is unchanged. Initially each firm fears that this may be because the

idiosyncratic component of their island specific productivity has fallen along with a rise in aggregate

productivity.

Firm i knows for certain that their island specific productivity hasn’t increased. However, the

higher realization of the noisy public signal causes it to infer that aggregate productivity might

have gone up. Since firm i does not know whether other firms have also not witnessed a change

in their respective island specific productivities, it infers based on the higher noisy public signal

that all other firms are likely to have observed higher island specific productivity and will increase

production. Strategic complementarity implies that firm i wants to align its production decisions

with others and hence increases capital demand to increase output.

Following equation (34), firm i tempers its increase in output as its own island specific produc-

tivity hasn’t risen even though it perceives aggregate demand/output,Ei,tŶt to have increased. IF

on the other hand, there had been an actual increase in aggregate productivity, firm i would have

observed both an increase in the public signals and its own island specific productivity and would

have responded more strongly in terms of the increase in output.

Each firm faces the same problem where each of them observes no change in their island specific

productivity bu they fear that productivity might have gone up on all other islands. This causes

each firm to increase its capital demand and hence production but to a lesser extent. Since each

firm tempers its increase in capital demand, the rental rates do not increase as sharply as in the

case where there has been a true increase in aggregate productivity. Observing that the rental rate

did not respond greatly to the increase in the noisy public signal, each firm infers that other firms

have also not observed an increase in their island specific productivity. Furthermore, the rental rate

also tells each firm that others also share similar beliefs. As such, this reinforces the incentive of a

firm to temper its increase in output. Since each firm does not increase its output by a lot, realized

aggregate output does not rise substantially. At the end of the period, each firm observes this small

increase in aggregate output and this again reinforces their beliefs that aggregate productivity had

not increased in the first place.

In the next period, each firm observes that their island specific productivity remains unchanged

and that the noisy public signal reverts back to the steady state level. This further reaffirms the

belief that there was in fact no change in aggregate productivity in the previous period. Given

this stronger belief that there was no change in actual productivity last period coupled with the

belief that other firms also share the same beliefs, the effect of an initial noise shock dies out very

quickly as can be seen in Figure 5. Thus, a noise-shock results only leads to a lukewarm response

in aggregate output which is not persistent.

The key reason why there is no persistent effect of noise in this setup is that agents learn from

prices which are endogenous signals and inform agents about the beliefs of others. The findings of

this section suggest that prices are fairly good at eliminating fluctuations in an economy arising

due to noise shocks. The economy did not react to noise shocks in the symmetric information

case and has very small effects in the dispersed information case. This is similar to the findings of
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Hellwig and Venkateswaran (2012) who find that when agents are allowed to learn from prices, the

outcomes of the economy are very similar to the full information case. However, as was clear from

the previous sections, this was not the case when the economy was hit by a productivity shock. In

that case, the price signals actually reinforced the pessimistic beliefs in the economy and resulted

in a deeper and more protracted recession compared to the full information case. Thus, this paper

demonstrates that the efficiency with which the pricing system aggregates information about the

shocks affecting an economy depends on the type of shock.

Earlier work such as Angeletos and La’O (2008) and Lorenzoni (2009) had shown that noise

shocks cause expectation driven business cycle fluctuations. This paper shows that pure exogenous

noise shocks have a very transitory effect on the economy once one allows agents to learn from

endogenous signals such as prices. Rather it is the noisy informational content of endogenous price

signals and the bias embedded in them from correlated forecast errors that generate fluctuations

based on sentiments.

5 Normative Analysis

To explore the normative implications of dispersed information, it is important to first describe

the benchmark economy with which the decentralized economy is going to be compared to. Earlier

literature such as Angeletos and La’O (2010), Angeletos and Pavan (2009) and others argue that

comparing an economy with dispersed information to a full information economy is not a very

sensible comparison. They argue that the appropriate benchmark for comparison is one where

agents still have to rely on their private information to make their decisions but internalize the

collective welfare of all agents in their decision making.

With the benchmark economy defined as above, it is still not trivial to define a planner’s

problem in this setup. Recent papers, which deal with the normative implications of informational

frictions, such as Adam (2007), Angeletos and La’O (2010), Lorenzoni (2010) and Paciello and

Wiederholt (2011) all assume the existence of perfect consumption insurance across households

and that all households have identical beliefs. This is not so in the current setup as there is

imperfect consumption insurance across islands and in addition, households on each island have

different beliefs. Thus, the planner’s problem which corresponds to the benchmark economy as

defined above, takes the following form.

The planner maximizes the sum of expected utility of the households on each island. The

expected utility of each household is calculated with respect to their own beliefs. In addition,

the planner must make use of the capital market to engineer redistribution. Thus, the planner’s

problem is not the traditional one which is independent of prices. The problem of the planner can

be written as follows:

max

∫ 1

0
Ei,0

∞∑
t=0

βt ln

{
Ci,t −Ψ

H1+ν
i,t

1 + ν

}
di
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subject to

Ci,t +Ki,t+1 − (1− δ)Ki,t = Y
1
θ
t

[
zi,tJ

α
i,tH

1−α
i,t

] θ−1
θ

+ rt(Ki,t − Ji,t) , ∀i ∈ [0, 1] (50)∫ 1

0
Ji,tdi =

∫ 1

0
Ki,tdi+ ζt (51)

Y
θ−1
θ

t =

∫ 1

0
Y

θ−1
θ

i,t di (52)

Ki,t+1 = Ki,t+1(Ii,t) , Hi,t = Hi,t(Ii,t) , Ji,t = Ji,t(Ii,t) (53)

Equations (50) represents the budget constraint of each household i and equation (52) defines

aggregate output. Equation (51) is the capital market clearing condition and is the non-standard

component in a planner’s problem since the planner is now restricted by a market in choosing

allocations. The solution to the planner’s problem provides the optimal allocations. As was the

case in the earlier sections, I proceed forward with the log-linear approximation around the steady

state to the planner’s problem. The steady state of solution to the planner’s problem is different

from the one defined in Appendix A.1. From now on, I shall refer to the steady state of the

planner’s problem as the undistorted steady state and the steady state defined in Appendix A.1 as

the distorted steady state. Appendix A.2 defines the undistorted steady state. In the undistorted

steady state, the monopolistic wedge is absent. In addition, there is an additional wedge between

the marginal rate of substitution and the marginal product of labor arising from the assumption that

the firm internalizes the upward sloping labor supply. This wedge is absent from the undistorted

steady state too.

Proposition 7. The planner chooses the output produced on each island according to:

Ŷi,t =
κ(1 + αν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]

[
C(Ĉi,t − Ĉt)−ΨH1+ν(Ĥi,t − Ĥt)

]
+

(θ − 1)(1 + αν)

θ(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])

[
Ŷt + Ei,tŶt

]
+

(2− θ)(1 + αν)

θ(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])
EtŶt +

θ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t +

αθ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t (54)

where C and H represent the undistorted steady state consumption and labor.

Aggregate output is given by:

Ŷt =
(1− α)

1− α+ θ2(α+ ν)
EtŶt +

θ2(1 + ν)

1− α+ θ2(α+ ν)
zt +

αθ2(1 + ν)

1− α+ θ2(α+ ν)

(
Kt +

ζt
K

)
(55)

A major difference between the planner’s allocations and the decentralized economy is that

the planner internalizes the effect of each firm’s output on total output. As a result, a planner

chooses to produce more and to reduce the monopolistic wedge. In addition, the planner reduces

the effective strength of the strategic complementarity by tempering the response of a firm’s output

to changes in perceptions about aggregate demand.

Proposition 8. The response of aggregate output to changes in perceptions of aggregate demand

is smaller in the the planner’s solution than in the decentralized economy.
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Proof. It can be seen from equations (39) and (55) that in the planner’s solution, the response of

output to changes in average perceptions about aggregate demand is smaller than the decentralized

case:
∂Ŷt

∂EtŶt

∣∣∣∣∣
planner

=
1− α

1− α+ θ2(α+ ν)
<

1− α
1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

=
∂Ŷt

∂EtŶt

∣∣∣∣∣
decentralized

as θ > 1.

In fact, given the calibration of the model, the planner would reduce the responsiveness of

aggregate output to changes in average beliefs by one order of magnitude. The planner increases

the responsiveness of output to aggregate productivity and capital but these elasticities are of the

same order of magnitude as in the decentralized case.

To understand the planner’s motive, it is important to understand why the planner seeks to

reduce the degree of strategic complementarity in a firm’s output decision. As was discussed

earlier, the primary reason why recessions are more persistent and why recoveries are inhibited is

because of the interaction of dispersed information and strategic complementarities in firms’ output

decisions. In such a setting, the firms do not incorporate new information in their decisions if they

fear that other firms do not share the same information. Since prices aggregate the information

from the decisions of agents, prices fail to reflect this new information about improving economic

conditions. The above mechanism can also be seen in terms of an information externality. The

coordination motive amongst firms causes each firm to place an inefficiently high weight on public

information (prices) in making its decisions and consequently to put too little weight on its private

information. This results in inefficiently low “production of information” as each agent puts too

little weight on its private information. Agents put too much weight on prices which are reinforcing

the pessimism/optimism in the first place. This is the main driver for inefficiently volatile and

persistent fluctuations in the decentralized economy.

To correct this information externality, the planner wants to impose a Pigouvian tax on the

use of public information so as to align private incentives in information use with the social in-

centives. By increasing the weight on private signals in information, the planner is indirectly

increasing the informational content of prices. Since prices now contain more information about

current conditions, they reinforce pessimism/optimism less. In particular, this makes the correlated

forecasts errors about current and future conditions smaller as more information is being provided

to agents through prices. As a result, aggregate output responds less to changes in perceptions in

the planner’s solution. Notice that in the planner’s solution, the planner is not providing any new

information to the agents in the economy but merely changes the weights that agents put on their

private information in their decisions and as a result reduces the information externatlity. In other

words, the planner does not directly influence the filtering problem of agents but can still construct

an improvement in welfare.

Notice, however, that the planner does not entirely eliminate the response of output to changes

in perception about aggregate demand. There are two reasons for this: the first is that fluctuations

caused by actual changes in productivity are efficient and these also affect the perceptions about
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aggregate demand. Thus, all fluctuations caused by a change in perceptions are not inefficient.

Second, the planner faces a trade-off in reducing the strategic complementarity. By reducing the

strategic complementarity, output on each island responds more to their idiosyncratic productivity

and increases the cross- sectional dispersion of output. This reduces welfare and is captured by the

first term of equation (54). The first term represents the (inverse of) marginal utility of consumption

on island i relative to the rest of the economy. This is because of the incomplete markets. A higher

cross-sectional dispersion of output across islands also implies higher dispersion in consumption

which reduces the average welfare in the economy. The planner’s objective is concave and thus, he

prefers to equate marginal utilities across islands.

Angeletos and La’O (2008) conduct a normative analysis of their setup under dispersed infor-

mation and conclude that the economy is constrained efficient. This is not the case in this setup.

There are two main reasons for the difference in the normative predictions of this model. The

primary reason for this difference is that in the current setup, agents are allowed to learn from

endogenous sources of information such as prices. Note that the forecast errors embedded in prices

arise due to the agents assigning relatively less importance to their private signals. Since the plan-

ner can influence the weights agents assign to their various sources of information, the planner can

actually control the informational content of prices and reduce the size of the forecast error.

The other difference between the current setup and Angeletos and La’O (2008) is that the

fluctuations in their model is driven by noise in exogenous signals. As was discussed in the previous

sections, the importance of these noise shocks is greatly diminished when agents can learn from

endogenous price signals such as rental rates. In fact, the “non-fundamental” volatility in the

current setup is driven by endogenous price signals which are informationally noisy. This “noise”

in prices is caused by the endogenously generated forecast errors. Since “noise” in this setup is an

outcome of the model rather than a primitive, this implies policy can be directed to influence the

extent of noise.18

5.1 Implementing the Efficient Allocations using Fiscal Policy

This subsection shows how the efficient allocation can be implemented by a policy-maker by using

taxes and subsidies contingent only on aggregates which are observed by everyone in the economy.

The key ingredient in this implementation is that agents in the economy are forward-looking and

the planner can use state-contingent subsidies and taxes to affect the weights that agents place

on public and private information in their decisions. In particular, a policy-maker can implement

the Pigouvian tax on the use of public information by instituting a countercyclical sales subsidy

contingent on the realization of aggregate output (which is a publicly observed in this economy).

Thus, the policy-maker need not possess an informational advantage over the private sector to

implement a tax/subsidy to achieve the efficient allocation.

To implement the efficient allocation in the decentralized economy, the planner has access to a

18This stands in contrast to a scenario where the noise is a primitive of the model. In the latter, policy obviously

cannot affect the level of noise.
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payroll tax/subsidy, τht , a proportional sales subsidy, τ st at his disposal. In addition I assume that

the authority has access to a uniform lump-sum tax to balance the budget. Lump sum taxes are not

going to be of consequence in this setup as policy only works through the anticipatory effects of the

distortionary taxes as will be seen below. Allowing for lump sum taxes is common in the normative

literature on informational frictions (See Angeletos and La’O (2010)). Taxes are collected at the

end of the post-production stage and the government is restricted to run a balanced budget. Since

the tax authority has at most the same information as the private sector, these tax rates depend

only on quantities which are publicly observed. I assume that these taxes are functions of the

realization of aggregate output, which is observed by all agents at the end of the post-production

stage. More precisely, I assume that the (deviation from steady state values of) tax/ subsidy rates

take on the following form:

τ̃ st = φsŶ t (56)

τ̃ht = φhŶ t (57)

where φs and φh are constants. φs < 0 implies that the sales subsidy co-varies negatively with

output. φh > 0 implies that the payroll co-varies positively with output. The problem of household

i and firm i in the presence of taxes is presented in Appendix D.

By restricting taxes/subsidies to only depend on publicly available information, I am implicitly

assuming that taxes are uniform across islands. Given these uniform taxes, the tax authority cannot

hope to address all the concerns of the planner in implementing the efficient allocation. To be able

to implement a set of efficient allocations, the tax authority must have access to island-specific

taxes and subsidies which depend on information available on that island. In this paper, I focus on

the former case and leave the latter for future research.

Focus on the problem of the firm i. Given the tax system, the decisions of the firm can be

summarized by:

Ĥi,t =
1 + (θ − 1)φs − αφh − θ(1− α)φh

1 + ν(α+ θ(1− α)
Ei,tŶt +

θ − 1

1 + ν(α+ θ(1− α)
ẑi,t −

α(θ − 1)

1 + ν(α+ θ(1− α)
r̂t(58)

Ĵi,t =
(1 + ν)[1 + (θ − 1)φs]− (1− α)(θ − 1)φh

1 + ν(α+ θ(1− α)
Ei,tŶt +

(θ − 1)(1 + ν

1 + ν(α+ θ(1− α)
ẑi,t −

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

1 + ν(α+ θ(1− α)
r̂t(59)

The output of firm i is given by:

Ŷi,t =
(1 + αν)[1− φs(θ − 1)]− θ(1− α)φh

1 + ν(α+ θ(1− α)
Ei,tŶt +

θ(1 + ν)

1 + ν(α+ θ(1− α)
ẑi,t −

αθ(1 + ν))

1 + ν(α+ θ(1− α)
r̂t(60)

Notice that φs and φh affect the degree of strategic complementary and play a part in determining

how a firm responds to a change in perception about aggregate demand. Aggregate output in this

economy is given by:

Ŷt =
θ(1 + ν)

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
zt +

αθ(1 + ν)

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

(
Kt +

ζt
K

)
+

(1− α)(1 + θ(φs − φh)− φs)
1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

EtŶt (61)

Notice that by appropriately choosing φs and φh, the tax authority can reduce the response of

output to changes in perceptions. By setting φs and φh appropriately, the planner can equate the
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elasticity of output with respect to changes in perception about aggregate demand in equations

(55) and (61).

Given that the tax authority is constrained to only make taxes contingent on a linear function

of output, it cannot affect the responsiveness of output to actual productivity and capital to match

those from the planner’s problem. However, as was noted earlier, the planner increases the sensitiv-

ity of output to actual changes in productivity, but these changes aren’t very large. Many different

configurations of (φs, φh) can be used to reduce the responsiveness of output to changes in average

perceptions. The two most obvious candidates being setting one of the two to zero. Setting φh = 0,

given the calibration of the model, φs = −0.09 which implies that the sales subsidy is countercycli-

cal and that the payroll tax does not vary with the cycle. The other preferred alternative is to set

φs = 0 and to use the payroll tax. This yields φh = 0.08 which implies a procyclical payroll tax and

an acyclical sales subsidy. This second option is more in line with the old Keynesian prescription of

a counter-cyclical fiscal policy through a pro-cyclical payroll tax. Simulations of the model confirm

that this indeed increases welfare and reduces the volatility of output fluctuations.

To see why a countercyclical subsidy can implement the Pigouvian tax consider the following.

The reason recessions were protracted was because each firm was unwilling to act on positive private

information as it was worried that the others did not share the same positive news. Strategic

complementarity in a firm’s output decision implies that it loses profits by producing a quantity

very different from other firms. If a firm expects others to produce low output, it too reduces

its output. Further, as was explained earlier, this causes prices to not reflect information about

improving conditions and thus extends and deepens recessions. The countercyclical sales subsidy

protects a firm against this very contingency. If a firm acts on its positive private information and

produces more while others do not respond, the sales subsidy makes up for the firm’s lost profits

from not coordinating. As a result, the sales subsidy reduces the reliance of a firm’s payoffs to the

decisions of other firms. In particular, it reduces the effective degree of strategic complementarity

in a firm’s output decision.

With a lower effective degree of strategic complementarity, each firm has a smaller incentive to

coordinate and hence has an incentive to react more to its private information. In other words, each

firm reduces the weight it puts on public information and increases the weight it puts on private

information in their decision making process. Since decisions now reflect newer information, so do

prices and hence there is more “production of information” which reduces the effect of pessimism

and optimism on output fluctuations. Thus, even without directly providing new information to the

agents, the policy maker has the ability to reduce the inefficiently large volatility and persistence.

Note that the policy of providing a counter-cyclical sales subsidy to firms operates only because

agents are forward looking and change their behavior in anticipation of events in the future. This

is reminiscent of the results in King (1982) and Weiss (1980) who demonstrated that policy can be

used to affect the informational content of prices in models of monetary policy where agents learn

from commonly observed prices. Thus, a planner, even without having superior information than

the private sector can reduce the volatility and engineer welfare improvements.

Notice that the analysis assumed uniform taxation across islands. More generally, taxes/ sub-
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sidies imposed on sectors are tailored to the local conditions. Allowing taxes and subsidies to be

based on island specific information can reduce the tension in the planner’s decision which forces

him to accommodate some sentiment-driven fluctuations, i.e. the planner is unable to entirely

eliminate the presence of sentiment-driven fluctuations. By conditioning on local characteristics,

the planner has another tool to control the cross-sectional dispersion of output which can allow

him to potentially reduce further aggregate fluctuations arising from sentiments without imposing

further welfare losses that are due to increased cross-sectional variance across islands . This is left

for future research.

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper argues that in economies with incomplete markets, dispersed information in the pres-

ence of strategic complementarities results in agents having to predict the information that others

possess. I highlight that the information inefficiency of the pricing system may result in volatile

and persistent fluctuations. In particular, if agents try and infer the perceptions of others from

an informationally inefficient pricing system, they form forecast errors which are correlated. These

correlated forecast errors play the role of pessimism and optimism and interact with production

and investment decisions of firms and households to generate volatile swings in output.

Further, allowing agents to learn from prices reduces the impact of pure noise shocks in driving

fluctuations in the economy. However, a dispersed information economy’s response to a negative

aggregate productivity shock can cause recessions to become deeper and more protracted. These

fluctuations are inefficient and can be thought of as being driven by non-fundamental forces such

as pessimism and optimism.

In addition to the positive implications of dispersed information, I also conduct a normative

analysis which showed that the decentralized economy is characterized by inefficiently high volatility

and persistence of output in response to shocks. Countercyclical fiscal policy can be used to remedy

these inefficient fluctuations. However, this analysis assumed that the planner can credibly commit

to policies. As is well known from work by Svensson and Woodford (2004) and others that time

consistency is an issue in the choice of policy with forward looking agents in environments of

incomplete information. Finding a time-consistent implementation is a much harder in the current

setup and is left for future work.

The current paper presented a tractable method of solving business cycle models with hetero-

geneous beliefs. The basic structure of this model showed that even the simplest business cycle

models can have very different responses allowing agents to have different beliefs. Future work

in this area involves exploring the implications of dispersed beliefs in more sophisticated models

with asset markets and how this affects the business cycle through the financing decisions of firms.

Another avenue of future research is to explore non-linear solutions to the current problem as the

linear methods used in this paper impose symmetry on the model. Extending this to non-linear

methods will allow an exploration of whether information dispersion itself changes over the business

cycle.
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Appendix

A Steady State

This section defines the undistorted and the distorted steady states:

A.1 Distorted Steady State of the Economy

I focus on the non-stochastic steady state with a degenerate distribution capital. The non negativity

constraint on capital is assumed to be slack in steady. There is no uncertainty about fundamentals

in steady state and thus all islands are symmetrically informed about the true state of the econ-

omy. Thus, the steady state of the dispersed information economy corresponds to the one for the

symmetric information case. The steady state can be characterized as follows:

zi = 1 , ∀i (62)

ei = 0 , ∀i (63)

ζi = 0 , ∀i (64)

r =
1

β
− 1 + δ (65)

Ki = K =

[
αβ

1− β(1− δ)

] α+ν
ν(1−α)

[
1− α

Ψ(1 + ν)

] 1
ν
[
θ − 1

θ

] 1+ν
ν(1−α)

, ∀i (66)

Ni = N =

[
αβ

1− β(1− δ)

] α
ν(1−α)

[
1− α

Ψ(1 + ν)

] 1
ν
[
θ − 1

θ

] 1
ν(1−α)

, ∀i (67)

Yi = Y =

[
αβ

1− β(1− δ)

]α(1+ν)
ν(1−α)

[
1− α

Ψ(1 + ν)

] 1
ν
[
θ − 1

θ

] 1+αν
ν(1−α)

, ∀i (68)

Ci = C =

[
αβ

1− β(1− δ)

]α(1+ν)
ν(1−α)

[
1− α

Ψ(1 + ν)

] 1
ν
[
θ − 1

θ

] 1+αν
ν(1−α)

[
1− αβδ(θ − 1)

θ[1− β(1− δ)]

]
, ∀i (69)

ωi = ω =

[
1− α
1 + ν

] [
αβ

1− β(1− δ)

] αν
ν(1−α)

[
θ − 1

θ

] ν
ν(1−α)

, ∀i (70)

A.2 Undistorted Steady State of the Economy

zi = 1 , ∀i (71)

ei = 0 , ∀i (72)

ζi = 0 , ∀i (73)

r =
1

β
− 1 + δ (74)

αY = rK (75)

(1− α)Y = ΨH1+ν (76)

Y = KαN1−α (77)

Ci = C = Y − δK (78)
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B Log-Linearized Economy

This section provides the log-linearized version of the economy defined in the main body of the

paper. The log-linearization is around the non-stochastic steady state defined in Appendix A.1.

B.1 Shocks

The log-linearized shock processes are as follows:

Productivity The productivity on island i can be expressed as

ẑi,t = ẑt + ei,t (79)

where

ẑt = ρz ẑt−1 + vt (80)

Shock to the supply of Capital The supply shock ζt ∼ N(0, σ2
ζ ) is i.i.d across time.

B.2 Households

The log-linearized form of household i’s problem can be written as

νĤi,t = ω̂i,t (81)

rEi,tr̂t+1 =
κ

β

{
CEi,t∆Ĉi,t+1 −ΨH1+νEi,t∆Ĥi,t+1

}
(82)

CĈi,t −ΨH1+νĤi,t = −K

[
K̂i,t+1 −

K̂i,t

β

]
+
Y

θ

[
Ŷt + (θ − 1)ẑi,t

]
+ νΨH1+νĤt (83)

where κ =
[

1+ν
(1+ν)C−ΨH1+ν

]
. Equation (81) is the labor supply, while equation (82) is the bond and

capital Euler equations, and equation (83) is the budget constraint. Equations (82),(83) and (88)

can be solved to yield the following capital accumulation decisions:

K̂i,t+1 = K̂i,t −
αβν(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K
r̂t +

[
βr

κK
+
αν(1− β)(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

]
Ei,t

∞∑
j=0

βj+1r̂t+j+1

−
[
Y

θK
+

νΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

](1− β
β

)
Ei,t

∞∑
j=0

βj+1Ŷt+j − Ei,tŶt


−
[

(θ − 1)Y

θK
+

ν(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

] [
(1− β)βρz

1− βρz
Ei,tẑt − βẑi,t

]
(84)
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B.3 Firms

Labor and capital demand for firm i is given by

L̂i,t =
θ − 1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

α(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ei,tŶt (85)

Ĵi,t =
(θ − 1)(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + ν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ei,tŶt (86)

The output of firm i is given by:

Ŷi,t =
θ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

αθ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + αν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ei,tŶt (87)

B.4 Market Clearing

B.4.1 Labor Market Equilibrium

Since labor is immobile across islands, the labor market on each island has to clear in equilibrium.

Firm i internalizes that the household i has an upward sloping labor supply curve when choosing

how much labor to hire. Equilibrium employment N̂i,t is given by:

N̂i,t =
θ − 1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

α(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ei,tŶt (88)

and the wage on island i is given by:

ω̂i,t =
ν(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

αν(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

ν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ei,tŶt (89)

Aggregate employment is given by:

N̂t =
θ − 1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑt −

α(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
EtŶt (90)

B.4.2 Capital Market Equilibrium

Total demand for capital is given by

Ĵt =
(θ − 1)(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑt −

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + ν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
EtŶt (91)

Aggregating equation (84)yields the law of motion of aggregate capital stock:

K̂t+1 = K̂t +
βr

κK
Et

∞∑
j=0

βj+1r̂t+j+1 −
Y

θK

(1− β
β

)
Et

∞∑
j=0

βj+1Ŷt+j − EtŶt


−(θ − 1)Y

θK

[
(1− β)βρz

1− βρz
Etẑt − βẑt

]
(92)

Market clearing at time t requires that the rental rate r̂t equate K̂t and Ĵt :

r̂t =
(θ − 1)(1 + ν)

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
ẑt −

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
(K̂t + ζt) +

1 + ν

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
EtŶt (93)
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B.4.3 Goods Market Equilibrium

Total ouptut is calculated by aggregating the output of all the firms.

Ŷt =
θ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑt −

αθ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + αν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
EtŶt (94)

B.5 Solution

Assume that aggregate capital evolves according to the following law of motion:

K̂t+1 = Kv(L)vt +Ku(L)ut +Kζ(L)ζt (95)

where Kv(L),Ku(L) and Kζ(L) are analytic over the complex disk of radius
√
β. Given the guesses

above, the rental rate and aggregate output can be expressed as:

r̂t =

[
(θ − 1)(1 + ν)

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

1

1− ρzL
− 1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
LKv(L) +

1 + ν

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
Yv(L)

]
vt

+

[
−1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
LKu(L) +

1 + ν

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
Yu(L)

]
ut

+

[
−1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
(LKζ(L) + 1) +

1 + ν

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)
Yζ(L)

]
ζt (96)

Ŷt =

[
1

1− ρzL
− 1− α

1 + ν
Rv(L) +

1 + αν

1 + ν
LKv(L)

]
vt −

[
−1− α

1 + ν
Ru(L)− 1 + αν

1 + ν
LKu(L)

]
ut

−
[
−1− α

1 + ν
Rζ(L)− 1 + αν

1 + ν
LKζ(L)

]
ζt (97)

These equations are then collected into equation (47). As was discussed in the main text, equation

(47) does not constitute a fundamental Wold representation, and must be transformed into one so

that it can be used to forecast the future values of the fundamentals. This is carried out using

Blaschke matrices. Using Blaschke matrices, one can construct an observationally equivalent Wold

representation of equation (47). Following the methodology in Rozanov (1967), the observationally

equivalent fundamental Wold representation can be written as:

xi,t =M∗(L)ξ∗i,t (98)

whereM∗(L) =M(L)WB(L), ε∗i,t = B(L−1)′W ′εi,t, WW ′ = I and B(L) is a Blaschke matrix with

a pole at infinity.

By construction, Det[M∗(z)] 6= 0, ∀ |z| < 1. Hence, ε∗i,t is fundamental for xi,t. {ξ∗i,t−j}∞j=0 and

{xi,t} span the same space, i.e. agent i can recover ξ∗i,t by observing all past and current realizations

of signals xi,t. Note that ξ∗i,t is comprised of linear combinations of past and current realizations of

the true shocks to the economy. Agent i cannot back out the true current state of the economy,

however, he can infer a linear combination of todays shocks and shocks from previous periods.

Using this fundamental representation, I then use the Wiener Kolmogrov forecasting formulas and
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Hansen Sargent formula to compute the following expectations:

Ei,tẑt = e′1
M∗(L)−M∗(0)

ρzL
ε∗i,t (99)

Ei,tŶt = e′4
M∗(L)−M∗(0)

L
ε∗i,t (100)

Ei,t

∞∑
j=0

βj+1r̂t+j+1 = e′3
LM∗(L)− βM∗(β)

L− β
ε∗i,t − r̂t = e′4

[
β
M∗(L)−M∗(β)

L− β

]
ε∗i,t (101)

Ei,t

∞∑
j=0

βj+1Ŷt+j = e′4
LM∗(L)− βM∗(β)

L− β
ε∗i,t − Ŷt−1 = e′4

[
β
M∗(L)−M∗(β)

L− β

]
ε∗i,t (102)

where ei is a 4× 1 selection vector with 1 in the i-th position and 0 in all others.

Next, I plug these into equations (92) and (44) and match the z-transforms of the lag polynomials

{Kj(L),Yj(L)}. Finally, the lag polynomials {Kj(L),Yj(L)} are not analytic inside the disc at one

point. I set {Kj(β),Yj(β)} to remove these singularites. This completes the solution.

C Symmetric Information Economy

C.1 Housheholds

Households and firms on each island have symmetric information both within and across islands.

Agents can observe all the shocks. Thus, in this section, all agents in the economy have the same

information set and also do not need to filter the true fundamentals from market signals which

implies the following:

Et[·] ≡ E[· | Ii,t] = E[· | It] , ∀i ∈ [0, 1]

Et[·] ≡
∫ 1

0
E[· | Ii,t]di = E[· | It] = Et[·]

Thus, the equations describing the symmetric information model are the same equations as in

Appendix B, setting Ei,t = Et, ∀i ∈ [0, 1]. Thus, the key equations which describe the decisions of

agents are as follows.

The decisions of the household on island i can be expressed as:

νĤi,t = ω̂i,t (103)

K̂i,t+1 = K̂i,t −
αβΨν(θ − 1)H1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K
r̂t +

[
βr

κK
+
αν(1− β)(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

]
Et

∞∑
j=0

βj+1r̂t+j+1

−
[
Y

θK
+

νΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

](1− β
β

)
Et

∞∑
j=0

βj+1Ŷt+j − Ŷt


−
[

(θ − 1)Y

θK
+

ν(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

] [
(1− β)βρz

1− βρz
ẑt − βẑi,t

]
(104)

CĈi,t −ΨN1+νĤi,t = −K

[
K̂i,t+1 −

K̂i,t

β

]
+
Y

θ
Ŷt +

(θ − 1)Y

θ
ẑi,t + νΨH1+νĤt (105)
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Equation (103) is the labor supply, equation (104) is the savings decision, and equation (105) is

the budget constraint.

C.2 Firms

The labor and capital demand for firm i is given by

L̂i,t =
θ − 1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

α(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ŷt (106)

Ĵi,t =
(θ − 1)(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

1− α+ θ(α+ ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + ν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ŷt (107)

The output of firm i is given by:

Ŷi,t =
θ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

αθ(1 + ν)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1 + αν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ŷt (108)

C.3 Market Clearing

C.3.1 Labor Market Equilibrium

Since labor is immobile across islands, the labor market on each island has to clear in equilib-

rium. Employment N̂i,t is chosen by firm i taking the labor supply function as given. Equilibrium

employment N̂i,t is given by:

N̂i,t =
θ − 1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

α(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ŷt (109)

The wage on each island is given by:

ω̂i,t =
ν(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑi,t −

αν(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

ν

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ŷt (110)

Aggregate employment is given by:

N̂t =
θ − 1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
ẑt −

α(θ − 1)

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
r̂t +

1

1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)]
Ŷt (111)

(112)

C.3.2 Capital Market Equilibrium

Total demand for capital is given by

Ĵt =
1 + ν

ν(1− α)
ẑt −

α+ ν

ν(1− α)
r̂t (113)
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The law of motion of aggregate capital can be found by aggregating equation (104):

K̂t+1 = K̂t −
αβΨν(θ − 1)H1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K
r̂t +

[
βr

κK
+
αν(1− β)(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

]
Et

∞∑
j=0

βj+1r̂t+j+1

−
[
Y

θK
+

νΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

](1− β
β

)
Et

∞∑
j=0

βj+1Ŷt+j − Ŷt


−
[

(θ − 1)Y

θK
+

ν(θ − 1)ΨH1+ν

(1 + ν[α+ θ(1− α)])K

] [
(1− β)βρz

1− βρz
ẑt − βẑt

]
(114)

Market clearing at time t requires that the rental rate r̂t equate K̂t and Ĵt :

r̂t =
1 + ν

α+ ν
ẑt −

ν(1− α)

α+ ν
(K̂t + ζt) (115)

C.3.3 Goods Market Equilibrium

Total output is exhausted by consumption, investment

Ŷt =
1 + ν

α+ ν
ẑt +

α(1 + ν)

α+ ν
(K̂t + ζt) (116)

C.4 Solution

As specified in the main text, I look for the unique equilibrium in which all island specific variables

lie in Hβt (εi) the aggregate quantities and prices lie in the space Hβt (ε), i.e.all island i specific prices

and quantities at time t are time-independent beta-summable linear functions of current and past

realizations of shocks {vt−s, ei,t−s, ζt−s}∞s=0. As a consequence, all aggregate variables at time t are

time independent beta-summable linear combinations of the current and past realizations of the

sequence of shocks {vt−s, ζt−s}∞s=0. I use the method of undetermined coefficients to compute the

equilibrium.

Conjecture that the the law of motion of aggregate capital is given by:

K̂t+1 = λkK̂t + λk,z ẑt + λk,ζζt (117)

where λk <
√
β so as to restrict the solution to Hβt (ε). Plugging in equations (115) - (117) into

equation (114) and matching coefficients on Kt, zt and ζt yields a system of equations in λk, λk,z

and λk,ζ . The system is not presented in the text because it is intractably large to format. The

system is quadratic in λk, and conditioning on λk, the system is linear in λk,z and λk,ζ . I choose

the the solution of λk such that it lies in the disk of radius
√
β. Given the calibration, there is only

one solution satisfying this requirement. Thus, the equilibrium is unique.

D Policy

The planner chooses the sequences {{Ci,t, Hi,t,Ki,t+1, Ji,t}i∈[0,1]}∞t=0 to maximize the average welfare

in the economy. It is not straight-forward to think of a welfare criteria in an environment with
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heterogeneous beliefs. I use the The policymaker is restricted to respect the beliefs of the household

on each island and thus maximizes the sum of expected utilities for the household on each island

where the expected utility on each island is calculated with respect to the beliefs on that island.

The problem of the planner can be written as:

max

∫ 1

0
Ei,0

∞∑
t=0

βt ln

{
Ci,t −Ψ

N1+ν
i,t

1 + ν

}
di

subject to

Ci,t +Ki,t+1 − (1− δ)Ki,t = Y
1
θ
t

[
zi,tJ

α
i,tH

1−α
i,t

] θ−1
θ

+ rt(Ki,t − Ji,t) (118)∫ 1

0
Ji,tdi =

∫ 1

0
Ki,tdi+ ζt (119)

Yt =

[∫ 1

0

(
zi,tJ

α
i,tH

1−α
i,t

) θ−1
θ
di

] θ
θ−1

(120)

The optimal allocations which solve the planners problem is given by

Y
θ−1
θ

i,t

[
1

θ − 1

∫ 1

0

(1 + ν)Ci,t −ΨH1+ν
i,t

(1 + ν)Cj,t −ΨH1+ν
j,t

Y
θ−1
θ

j,t Ej,tY
2−θ
θ

t dj + Ei,tY
1
θ
t

]
=

θΨH1+ν
i,t

(θ − 1)(1− α)
, ∀i(121)

Y
θ−1
θ

i,t

[
1

θ − 1

∫ 1

0

(1 + ν)Ci,t −ΨH1+ν
i,t

(1 + ν)Cj,t −ΨH1+ν
j,t

Y
θ−1
θ

j,t Ej,tY
2−θ
θ

t dj + Ei,tY
1
θ
t

]
=

θrtJi,t
α(θ − 1)

,∀i (122)

βEi,t

[
(1 + ν)Ci,t −ΨH1+ν

i,t

(1 + ν)Ci,t+1 −ΨH1+ν
i,t+1

(1 + rt+1 − δ)

]
= 1, ∀i (123)

To decentralize the efficient allocations, the planner can use taxes and subsides to affect the decisions

of households and firms. Taxes and subsidies are only functions of aggregate output. The problem

of household i with taxes can be written as:

max
{Ci,t,Ki,t+1,Hi,t}∞t=0

Ei,0

∞∑
t=0

βt ln

{
Ci,t −Ψ

H1+ν
i,t

1 + ν

}
subject to

Ci,t +Ki,t+1 = ωi,tHi,t + (1 + rt − δ)Ki,t + (1− τπt )Πi,t

where Πi,t is the profit earned by firm i. This yields the familiar optimality conditions:

ωi,t = ΨHν
i,t (124)

1 = βEi,t

{
(1 + ν)Ci,t −ΨH1+ν

i,t

(1 + ν)Ci,t+1 −ΨH1+ν
i,t+1

(1 + rt+1 − δ)

}
(125)

The problem of firm i can be written as:

max
{Hi,t,Ji,t}

Ei,t

{
(1 + τ st )Y

1
θ
t

(
zi,tJ

α
i,tH

1−α
i,t

) θ−1
θ − (1 + τht )ΨH1+ν

i,t − rtJi,t
}
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The tax authority is given the following instruments: a proportional sales subsidy τ st , a proportional

payroll tax τht , a tax on dividends τπt . Note that these taxes/subsidies are uniform across islands.

Respecting the informational constraints requires these taxes to be contingent on quantities which

are common knowledge. Aggregate output is observed at the end of the period and I assume that

taxes/subsidies only depend on the realization of aggregate output. More precisely,

τ̃ st = φs ln
Yt
Y

(126)

where τ̃ st is the deviation of the sales subsidy from its steady state value of 1
θ−1 . Similarly, define

the deviation of the payroll subsidy from steady state by τ̃ht from its steady state value of −ν1+ν as

follows:

τ̃ht = φh ln
Yt
Y

The lump sum tax every period ensures that the budget is balanced.
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